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FOREWORD

In a wqrld sometimes pessimistic about the chances of serious improvement in
education, the advocates of organization development (OD) remain hopeful that
idels drawn from the-behavioral- sciences-canhelp any work -group-achieve-its--
gOal...The National Institute of Education (NIE) has sponsored numerous appli-
cati4ns of such approaches to plannea change over the past few_; ears. These
have included a major research and development, center at the UniVersitY of
Oregon, as well as OD efforts in high schools in New York City and elsewhere.
Among the results of such NIE support are case studies, articles; handbooks, and
a Rational network of active consultant's. Occasional links have also beenforged
With the widespread practice of similar ideas in business, industry, government,
and other social services.

Educators have expressed continuing interest in the merits of the OD
approach; at the same time, scholars, researchers, and practitioners have noted
their continuing uncertainty about how best to study and develop OD strategies.
In' response, the Institute asked Matthew Miles and Michael Fullan to consider
the state of the OD. field, to report on its present condition, and to suggest new
directions people in ,the field might take to improve educational organizations.
With their colleague Gib Taylor, the team surveyed consultants nd schotl dis-
tricts, involved in OD projects to find effective practices. The team alsof con-
ducted on-site case studies of three school systems using OD proaches and
reviewed the many OD-related writings now available. Their five-volume report
shows-.exiensive activity in 'a wide range of educational settings, with many
satisfied advocates. Problems of definition, of practice, and of measurement and
research are numerous but not insurmountable, say the authors in a concluding
volume of recommendatious for diverse audiences.
This volume is a reprint of the study summary prepared for the American

Educational Research Association journal, Review of Educational Research, andis but one means of further developing the implications of the study and making
them available to a wide readership. The Institute sponsored a meeting of .a
doyen p,A3ple"active in OD in education with two of the study authors. A repOrt
of suggested directions for new research and development on the subject grewfrom those discussions and from prepared pagers. That report, authored by
Richird. Sch l, is novi available.

This reprint the second in a series of-reAearch reviews and syntheses spon-soredsored by the institute's School Management and Organization Studies unit. An
earlier publication by RiChard Elmore, Complexity and Control, is based on
studies of program implementation. A planned publication will deal with women
and minorities in the. principalship. Through these reviews, we hope to bring
areas of research and practice into focus for diverse audiences of scholars,
researchers, and practitioners. We welcome readers' commentsand reactions.

Friti Mulhauser
. Head, School Management and Organization Studies

,

NIE.Program on Educational Policy and Organization
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Organization Development in Schools:1
The State of the Art

Organiebtion Development (OD) is a change strategy for organizational
self development and renewal. Adapted from businesssettings; it has beeriused
in schools over the past 15 years. There are widely different image's of what
OD is, and widely different claims made for its value or wortnlessness. The

field of OD in education is badly in need of stock taking. In this review we
assess. the state of the art of OD in four respects: (1) critiquing and clarifying,.

the values. goals, and assumptions of OD in general and as applied to
education; (2) identifying and analyzing the various models and operating
characteristics of OD in practice (conditions and strategies affecting- its
initiation" implementation, arrd continuation); (3) assessing the impact or
outcomes of OD on achievement, productivity,,and attitudes; and (4) re4nsi;
dering OD's future," and suggesting policy implications for educational agencies
at different levels.

.

Organization 'Development .(Op)'is a chance strategy tor organizational self-
development and renewal, which as been used more and more widely in many types
of settings over: the past twenty years. starting in business organizations and moving
to public agendies and schools. Although OD has beep/applied to schools since the
mid 60's, to our knowledge there are no corriprehengive theoretical and empirical
reviews of its use in education available. . 1.

Our review of the field was prompted by the broad concern to determine what OD.
is, not only its conceptual base, values, and goals,' but also its characteristics in use,

The preparation of this review was in pan suppo'nedby National Institute of Education.. .

Contracts 400-77-0051 and 0052. No endorsement by NIE-is implied. We would like to thank .

Joan May for her administrative help in completing jihis review. .

' The most thoroughgoing is, Schmuck and Runket's work, which they formulate using
systems theory and which they document in considdrable detail,(Schmuck. Runkel. Arends. &
Arends. 1977). Howe .er. their review consists of a summary of their own work. not of OD in
education as a whole.



and its impact.' In order- to understand the cum nt iitate of OD in education, we
found it neces.'sqry to -analyze the general literature on OD as well as particular
applications in education. The general literattire on is quite large. but fortunately--

has been the subject of several critical theorstical and enwirical reviews. These are

analyzed in a -'review of reviews" mode. ror the -edticational livzrature we have ,

included all major recent empirical s s we could locate.- both published and
unpublished, as well as criti4u and commentaries on OD and its Application in

schools.
We.diSco_v_ered-a burgeoning research literature with many mor e-examples of the

use of..0b in education than we had anticipated. although obvious coherence was
no(its strong suit. The bibliography contains over 100 sources approximately equally
divided in three categories: critiques or commentaries on OD; overview, empirical
and/or concepttial reviews of the field: and empirical studies on educational OD. We

have also included for reference. a small number of textbooks (e.g.. French.& Bell.
1973; Huse. 1975: Nadler. 1977; Schmuck et al.. 1977). -

Among the critiques- and commentaries, typice.1 sources are Blumberg (1976):

Crockett (4.78); Derr (1976a. 1976b); Miles (1976);Petrella (1977): and Weisbord
(1977. I978a. 1978,b). SOine of the major sources of overviews. conceptual syntheses-.

and empirical reviews of OD are Alderfer (1977); Burke (1978); Franklin (1976);

Friedlander and Brown (1974); Kahn (1974): Margulies. Wright. and Scholl (1977);
Morrison (1978): Nicholas 0 979); Pasmore and King (1978): Pate. Nielson. and

Bacon. (1977): Portas and Berg (1978): Porras and Patterson (1979). The empirical

studies include analyses or reviews of recent educational OD programs in education

written by the principal investigators of projects: the most well known. comprehen7

sive. and well documented one being the work of Schmuck. Runkel and colleagues

at Oregon (see Runkel & Schmuck. 1974. 1976): We also review all other recent
empirical studies of school districts which we could locate, in particular: Cohen and

Gadon (1978): Cooke and Coughlan (1979): Keys (!979): Keys and Bartunek (1979):

Keys and Kreisman (1978); Mohrman. Mohrman. Cooke and-Duncan (1977): and

Miles. Fullan. and Taylor (1978a.b);.Scheinfeld (1979); -Bassin and dGros-s (Note I);

Coad. Miskel, and van Meter (Note 2). Included in these studies are new applications

of OD (e.g.. new approaches and/or settings).
Our aim in analyzing the above literature was to provide a systematic and cohertnt

summary of what is known about OD and its use in education. To this end, the
review centers on four main categories: (I) Values. Themes and Goals of OD
(including assumptions. values, definitions, and different approaches and goals of.

OD). (2) Operating Characterislics (including entry conditions and other factors that

facilitate and inhibit ,OD in operation. such as the role of internal and external

cOnsultants, time line, resources, and so forth: in short, those characteristics that

distinguish successful and unsuccessful uses of OD). (3)PutcOmes of OD (copse-
.

This review of the literature is part of a larger assessment of the state of the art of OD in

education. wbich we conducted for NIE. See Fullan: Miles, and Taylor (1978i.b.c):. Miles.

Fullan, and Taylor (1978a.b). This paper is an expanded version of Volume II including
additional sources, as well as a summary of our own empirical studies of over 300 OD

consultants and .76 school districts, and case studies as reported in Volumes III and IV. see also

Fullan and Miles (1978): Miles andFullan (1980a): and Miles and Fullan (1980b), for expanded

summaries.

1,,
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...
quences and impact on organization 1 climate and functioningron teacher satisfac-
tion, and on students): (4) The Fut e of Ob (conclusions, unresolVed questions,'
policy implications for OD in education). . - ..

1. Values, Themes; and Goals of OD
_

.

There are a number of ambiguities and dilemmas involved in obtaining a clear
picture.of what OD is. Perhaps the best starting _point is to identify the various
definitions of OD contajnedin the sources we reviewed. We will then turn to several
more problematic issues under headings that include criticisms of OD, OD's.appro-.
priateness for schools, and value and assumption dilemmas. The concluding section
offers a summary of the main problems of defining OD, and propoies a more
comprehensive working definition.

OD defined

The range of meaning of OD is contained in the, following representative defini
tions: . . 6

In an earlier reView. Miles and Schmuck(1971) described OD as "a planned and
sustained effort to apply behavioral science for system imprs,vement using reflexive;
self-analytic-methods" (p. 2). . .

. In one of the most recent reviews .6 years later, Aldeffer (1977) refers to the practice
of op as "aimed toward improving the quality of life for members of human systems
and increasing the institutional effectiveness of those systems" (p. 272).

- French and Bell (1973) include the following elements in their.definition:
. .

Organization development is a long-range effort to improve an organization's prob-
lern-solving and renewal processes, particularly through a more effective and collab-
orative management of organization culturewith special emphasis-on the culture
of formal work teamswith the assistance of.a change agent or catalyst, and the use
of the theory and technology of applied behavior science, including action research.
(p. 50)

Derr (1974) states: °

OD is a theory, a method and a value -System (often hidden) for improving the
human side of organizational life and thereby improving-the task-goal accomplish-
ments of their complex organizations. (p. 11)

Kimberly and Nielsen (1975) begin their article with the following ascription:,

Organization development (OD), a philosophy of a technology for producing orga-
nizational change, has been implemented in a variety of organizations. Growing out
cf the human relations traditions in the forties and fifties, it is actually a paitiche of
techniqtles developed in the behavioral sciences which focus on pioblems of orga-
nizational learning, motivation, problem solving, communication's, and interpersonal

elations. (p. 191)

In specifying s'ome of the goals of OD intervention,'Schniuck, Murray. Smith,
Schwartz, and Runkel (1975) list six explicit objectives:

.-

.
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(1) develop dear communication through new communications skills and new
procedures for clearer, more open communication.

(2) build trust and increase understanding by opening close, personal com-
munications so that hidden agendas and covert feelings can be dealt:with
in a climate of openness and authenticity.

(3) involve more people in decision-making by,encouraging information shar-
ing and the identification of related responsibilities.

(4) create an opee-problem-solving climate by helping companion groups
identify more clearly the problems confronting them and to develop
collaborative, workable plans for solving them.

° (s) increase group effectiveness by helping members analyze and improve the
procedures for carrying out group tasks.

(6), uncover conflict by providing participants with procedures that allow
conflict to emerge. (p. 11)

... .

'Friedlander and Brown (1974), use two basic themes or approaches to characterize
OD: people oriented (human processual) approaches, which attempt to change
organizational processes in order to increase human fulfillrnent.(primarily) and task
accomplishment (secondarily, if at all), and technology oriented (techno-structural)
approaches aimed at changing organizational structures in order to increaseiask.,
accomplishment (primarily) and human fikillment (secondarily,. if at. all).

Basiin and Gross-(Note 1) have developed 'a high school renewal program working
in high schools itiNew York City anddefine the prograin as OD based-, with this
main goal: .

To have the school institutionalize a systematic, participative process of problem
solving and improvement as a regular, ongoinefiinction'-within the school).-(p. 5)

They also list a number of assumptions based on traditional OD practicel(e.g.,
Participation, systematic process, etc.) and list three.assnmptions, which they claim

deviate from traditional OD: practicality (short-term tangible results), presence of
outside catalyst, and political skills. Of these three, only the latter one is not at all
referred to in other definitions, although practicality is not explicitly stated.

Weisbord (1977) struggles with the problem by asking, "How do you know it..
works, if you don't know what it is?" He responds by suggesting that OD consists of

. three main components: 1

There is only one right goal for..DD: To confront ... the tension between freedom
and constraint. Secondly, OD's unique selling proposition is the task/process rela-.
tionship... Above all, we should assert, and be prepared to prove this relationship '-
the obvious (and not so obvious) ways "process issues" block task accomplishment. .

Thirdly, OD's contract is to help people achieve vqlid.data, make free choices, and
develop internal cpmmitment to act. (pp. 4-6)

He concludes:

no matte: what the intervention is named, unless it addresses all three issuesnot .

any one or any tiko, but all three: .

freedom/consTraint

V
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.task /process

. data/choice/commitment /
it is not. cannot be, and should not be called, "OD." To work on only one or two of
the three equations is to work too rd for too little returnto be overly ambitious
about what's possible, overly impres d with techniques and methods, and unappre-
ciative Of OD's limitations as well as its potential. (p. 7)

Crockett (1978) and Petrella (1977) provide further support for the need to examine
the question of balance between individual quality of life in the work place and
organizational productivity. Both claim that concern with the individual has been
relatively neglected.

Petrella writes:

Most organizations are "about': output-and productivity. How7satisfied people are in
their work is really a secondary, value... If you want to be shown the exit, start
talking about humanizing work or the quality of working life without showing that
you are deeply,concerned about productivity. (p. 2)

. But he goes on to say:

Yet I see OD as trying to do something that will find anew balance in the work
setting: (P. .2)

And later:.

In my view, the COT; of our mission in OD is to help people look IN HEREinto
their own convictionsfor another species of truth... simply mean helping a person
examine his/her own thoughts and. feelings, helping a pair of people understand and
work.on their own relationship, helping a group or organization understand its real
operating norms... By helpingndividuals and organizations discover their IN HERE
truth, we, can help them discover that they have some power, at their disposal to

.create a new and better future. (p. 3)

Crockett (1978)'states the same theme:
. .

The place for OD to make permanent changes upon the system is to deal with the
way people behave init... Thd issue is the nature of human beings, and he ies
the long:term, challenge of OD.

1
Our organizations are not only in 'a pl ce of constant ge, but all too often they .
are bad pla,ces7for human beings. Ou organs nal challenge is not just -to help
them become bigger, richer and more ctive, but to help them become better' '

..-

places for people. (p: 12)

To summarizethe-preceding in an aggregate manner, the key words, which define
OD'inckudel-primned change: long rangi, organizational improvement in problem
so , communication, collaboration,participation, trust, and uncovering and confront:
mg conflict; a foals on human processes and fechnostructural:fa&ws in . order. to,
improve both task accomplishment and the quality of life of individuals-, assistance bf..

2
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a change agent orlatalyst: use of behavioral science techniques to gather valid data in
a reflexiye, self-analytic fashion.''

Furthermore. OD involves all of these elements being used in a relational or
balanced way (see AkOord, 1977). If this is not the 'case; a development program,
regardless of its label, i not OD unless it simultaneously is planned; long-range;
involves a change agent agents; focuses on organizational processes, tasks, and
structures;addresses.thelde elopment individuals'. as well as the organization; and
uses behavior science techn ues to generate valid data for informing both individual,
and organizational decis(ons.

If we apply thelggregate deViition to the individual definitions, we immediately
recognize that certain kenelements are not explicitly addressed. For example, several
definitions,do not make reference to individual development or to the quality of life
for individualg (French &;13ell,..1973; Kimberly & Nielsen. 1975; Schmuck & Miles,
1971; Schmuck et al, 1975; Coad et al.. Note 2). Some do nut. refer to task
accomplishment (Kimberly,& Nielsen. 1975; Schmuck et al.). Several authors de-
scribe OD's goals, but say nothing of its methods (Alderfer;1977, 1974; Crockett,
1978;.DZIZ 1973; Kimberlft Nielsen, 1975; Weisbord)., Only, two adthOrs "(French
& fi`e11:443,3; SChmuck 1971) explicitly state that it is a "long range effort"
or "sustained" attempt. Such inexplicitness makes it more likely that key elements
are neglected or not addressed in a balanced manner with the other elements.

Criticisms of OD

Critiques of OD range from exasperation at the number of definitions of OD to
questions 'about its underlying values.

Friedlander and.Brown (1974) in their review summarize some of the main
criticisms. Note that they refer. to both espoused values and values in practice (see
also Fullan, 1976).

The future of OD rests in part on its valu and the degree to which its practice,
theory, and research ale congruent with those va hus far, most OD is initiated
by the organization forthe purpose of furthering suc izati,onal goals as
increased performance.... Though most OD practitioners and resea in' some

This latter property is explicitly alluded to by Petrella (1977). Schmuck and Miles (1971).
Schmuck et al. (1975). and Weiabord (1977). It remains tacitly clear in most of the other
definitions that OD is pot a technocratic. expert-advice-giving model of planned change. but
one in which organization members themselves participate directly in organizational study.
diagnosis. and change. This perhaps more than any other feature of the variousdefinitions.
distinguishes OD from other efforts to improve organizational life, such as management
consulting; training. hiring/firing. reorganizations. and so forth. ,

Most of these concepts are self-explanatory, but the reference to the development of
individuals warrants special emphasis. If by the '"human side of things" we mean group
processes (communication, group trust, etc.). we are not necessarily addressing directly the
development of individuals in the organization. In our vIew, the limitations of the: earlier
individualistic 'approaches (e.g.. T-groups) have led some proponents of OD and systems
oriented approaches to overreact and neglect the importance of individual development in the
- context of the organization. This is. in part. what.Weisbord refers to when he claims that OD

o must halance freedom and constraint.



degree value Kith organizational task accomplishment and human fulfillment, there
an organizational press in favor of the former. OD as a field runs ihe risk of

encouraging and implementing subtle but persuasive forms of exploitation, curtail-
ment of freedom, control of personality, violation.ofdignity, intrusion of privacy
all in the name of science and of economic and technological efficiency.' Within the
literarchial 'fabric of everyday organizational power struggles, OD researcher/con-
sultants typically represent the -control needs of management. The needs of those
lower in the organization for a higher quality of life, for an expanded- range of
occupational)ife choices may seldom be known or acted upon by the consultant. (p.
335)

Forbes (1977) lists the key words from definitions of OD (planned change,
behavioral science, problem solving, etc.) and contrasts these with the reality of OD
as he has expeiienced it:

I have fouhd that many OD consultants, employed by members of management for
use in their organizations, seem actually to function as re-stabilizing agents rather
than change agents: Their real purpose within the organization is not to foster-grOwth
and improvement but rather to restore a lost homeostatic balance.

He goes on to produce a contradictory set of key words:

protector of the status quo; reactive change; political and common sense knowledge,
hurt reduction, organizational survival, controlled from the middle... , (p. 12)

Crockett (1978) makes essentially the same observation that OD's covert objective
often seems to be "to manipulate people into a 'happier state', or to gain greater
productivity from them" (p. 12). ;-

Lundberg (Note.3) states the problem in more.Marxian terms:

Most of OD's assumptions (rules of,(humb?) would have us uncritically accept a
capitalistic economic and political structure, uncritically adjust to economic and
technological growth. and uncritically accept the importance of social class and the
centrality of work in people's lives.', MoSt OD "assumptions" blind theorizers to the
differences and pluralism of organizations and the real, structural sources of conflict.
(p. 9)

BoWers (1977) describes more mundane but nonetheless..real.dilemmas in Orga-
nizationnization Development superficiality, commercialism, and mistakes assumptions
about the consultant's role. In particular, superficiality refers to short term, one-shot
workshops. if they are not linked:to ongoing activities of the oiganization, or if they
only involve a fewirnembers of the organization. Superficiality also occurs when OD
activities' are preprogrammed and are experienced as artificial in relatioteto the real
needs of the orgfnization. In short, superficiality means that too few of the organi-
zation's resources;are brought to bear on the real problems (Bowers, p. 54); Com7
mercialism includes such things as overadvocacy (making exaggerated claims about
appropriateness a d payoff) and consequent aversion to rigorous evaluation (Bowers,
p. 54). The mistak n assumption often made abdut the consultants' role defines it as
a catalytic one offreeing up the "natural" capacity of the group rather than a linkage

14 7



one that matches the needs of the group. to a variety of outside resources (Bowe
1977). ,

Jones and Pfeiffer (197£,) list several similar problems about the use_andiricre of
OD which have contributed to its negative image-z-thelriappiopriate use of T roues
with intact work groups, .the "team building" with OD he latter
focusing on the OrganizatiOn as a whole), overemphasis on entotion issues over
organizational problems, and the use .of inappropriate methods and jargon, which
confuse participants.

Many of the problems of inappropriate uses or misuses of relate to the lack of
a clear conceptual base (Kahn, 1974):

Organizational development is not a concept, at least not in the scientific sense of the
word: it is not precisely defined; it is not reducible to specific uniform, observable
beha'viors; it does not have a prescribed and verifiable place in a network of logically
related concepts, a theory. (p. 490)

Kahn cites several definitions and contends that they are "too inclusive to be
helpful" (p. 490), and that when OD treatments are used we get only a sense of
global packages rather than preciie independent variables in relation to potential
effects. In examining Franklin's (1973) bibliography of OD, which contained 200
items, Kahn concludes: "I have fi)und no examples of sustained refinement of
independent variables in the articles ... although some beginnings have been.made
from time to time." (p. 492).

Lundberg (Note 3) agrees that one of the main sources of the problems of defining
and working with OD relates to its poorly developed state of OD theory:

The term "theory" is variously used. "Theories" in OD are multiple and there is no
general overarching one. The "theories" probably leave many gaps in our knowledge.
These_'Itheories"-cmlybegm to measure up to the canons of so-called rigorous science.
These "theories" are more focused on the "whats" rather than the "bows" of change.
(p. 3)

,to a large extent, these problems probably reflect the poor state of "organizational
theory" in general, but they seem particularly problematic for OD because of _its
ambiguous definitional nature, and because it is applied to a .variety of types of
organizations (e.g., business and service). This raises the troublesome question of
whether OD is applicable (and if so under what conditions) to schoolsan issue to
which we now turn."

OD's appropriateness for schools

, Schools. of course, are organizationsSubsys s of larger organizations called
school districts. They presumably are subject to the for which OD is a potential .
cure, have money 'to pay for professional intervention efforts if they deem the effort

' The problems of OD are not unique to America: see Mulford (Note 4), who analyzes
the increasing use of OD in Australian schools'as reflecting eight major dilemmas, all of which

are familiar in our review (e.g., obscure definition of OD, overdependence, overenthusiasm,

etc.).
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to he potentially beneficial, and may tie able to accomplish their missions with more.
effectiveness, as a result. It is possible, however, that proportionately fewer schools
than other nonprofit agencies, and than profit-making organizations, are using OD.

OD in schools, like OD itself, is Only about two decades old. The first activity that
might reasonably be labelled OD (as contrasted with human relations training of
individuals) is probably the work atChina Lake Naval Ordnance Test, Station by
Buchanan and others in 1954 (see Miles & Schmuck. 1971). The Esso developments
in the late 50's were the first in-company work With any momentum. As in industrial
settings. T-group work. within schools began as earlycas the mid-50's, but the first
OD project as such in schools was that mounted in 1965 (Miles & Schmuck, 1971,
Project on Organization Development in Schools, Columbia University). Subsequent
projects and centers that had a strong effect on the development of educational OD
were the USOE-finariced COPED project (1964), the sustained program at the
Center, for Advanced Study in Educational Administration at the University of
Oregon (1968 onward), the briefer efforts Of the Educational Change Team (Univer-
sity ,of Michigan 1967-70), and, the Program in Humanistic Education, (SUNY
Albany. 1969-73). For more historical detail, the readeris referred to Miles and

.

Schmuck d971). , ._

The-National Training Laboratories (NIL- Institute) began the first systematic
training program for OD practi ioners.in 1965: the national OD network has grown
from about 375 members in 19 0 to 1,131 'Presently. OD in education, as might be
expected from the chronology above, has developed more slowly. By 1978 Schmuck
and Miles located 187 practitioners who said they had carried out OD work with
schools lasting a year or more, but they could not find morethan "a handful" of
school districts where an actual institutionalized OD capability existed: Miles, Fullan.
and Taylor (1978) located 308 consultants and 76 school districts using OD. Blumberg
(1976) pointed out that only one-half of I percent of the members of the OD Network
in 1974 listed public school districts as their affiliation.

Bluntherg went on to predict that diffusion of OD to any substantial extent among
schools was unlikely. because of such features as the interpersonal orientation of
school administrators, the individually oriented style ot'staff-de-velopmens:
the lack of "hard data" on educational OD outcomes, and current economic
constraints.

Derr (1976a). after several years of practicing OD in education and observing its
use, alSo concluded that OD may not be appropriate for schools. Derr argued that
certain properties of schools as organizations made them incompatible with several
OD concepts. Specifically, he identified five sets of incompatibilities:

Shoot Organization

A. Lack of Common Indicators of Per-
fOrmance

B. Nature of School Environment
survival guaranteed
public relations orientation
crisis orientatiOn

OD Concept Violated

A. Readiness
must feel a need for improveinent

-Client system must sense its own problems in
order to be committed to working them..

B. Improvement Orientation
it is worth time, effort. $ to improve
must continuously learn from experience (self-

renewal)
long-term effort
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C. Autonomy Needs of Employees
D. Low Required Interdependence"

don't have to work together
benefits of collaboration not gieater

than costs
E. Civil Service Mentality

some goal displacement: employ-
ment v. educational systems

job security conscious
inbreeding

F. Few Resources; .

C. Collaborative Theory and Method
D. Systemic Orientation

also, collaborative values and methods in OD
real incentives to stress opportunity costs of non-

collaboration
E. External and 'Internal Capability, Improvement

Orientation'
must employ best internal OD specialists from

whatever background
both external'and internal OD specialists
roles and structure fluid and dynamic; choose

best men of group for a given job
norms of risk taking and improvement should

prevail
F. Adequate Resources Necessary

(from Derr, I976a p. 236)

Simply stated, according to Derr, the nature of school organizations is incompatible
with the assumptions of OD. But Miles (1976) challenged-Derr's view, pointing out
that (a) OD is not properly defined as "collaborative" necessarily, but simply the
"sustained, reflexive use of behavioral - science -based efforts to improve a system's' ,
ft,l,clioning," whether that functioning is "competitive, negotiative, low-interdepend-

-ent or closely collabor we"; (b) personality variables such as "civil service mentality"
are less relevant to OD iffusion'than system-structural variables; (c) OD is as often
pursued for, reasons such as perceived pain, injustice, or system stress as fig goal
achievement failures avuch; (d). "anatomy is 'not destiny" (in the sense that certain
properties of schools dooni OD to failure).

Weisbord (1978b) provides a inore elaborate explanation of dilemmas-in applying.
OD to different types of organizations. He claims that OD works better in "output-
focused" systems like business organizations, which are chalacterized by concrete
goals and task interdependence, and are amenable to clear performance measures
compared to "input-focused" systems like schools, which have the opposite charac-
teristics (cohesiveness, clarity of goals and performance, and collaboration are mere
remote). In some ways Weisbord's analysis agrees with Derrs' that OD is much more
unlikely to work in schools, bui in other ways it supports Miles: one must base OD
efforts in schools with these partiCtilar properties in mind (indeed, must build them
in as part of the strategy of analyzing readiness conditions for OD and in focusing on
specific problem areas). (See also Goodstein, 1978 for a discussion of the use of OD
in public bureaucracies.)

In any case, schools do have special properties that make them interesting, and
condition efforts at facilitative intervention. First; there is goal diffuseness: the
organization's mission is usually abstractly stated, with output measurement a
difficult matter (Miles & Schmuck, 1971), partly because of the long timeline
involved. Second, technical capability is often suboptimal; the knowledge base un-
derlying educational practie is relatively weak, and/or not well diffused to practi-
tioners (Sieber, 1968; Lortie, 1975). Third, there are typically-coordination problemsr
schools and school districts tend to be low- interdependent, "loosely-coupled" systems
(Bidwell, 1965; Weick, 1976) where goals do not connect well with means, and where

I0
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accountability is low and autonomy high." Fourth, schools have boundary manage-
ment problems; the skin of the organization seems unbearably thin, over-permeable
to dissatisfied stakeholders. Fifth, an associatePeality is that schools (at least, public
schools) are "domesticated," owned by their 'environments, and are non - competitive
for resources (Carlson, 1965). Survival is guaranteed, and as Pincus (1974) has
suggested, the incentives for innovation -are feeble. Sixth, schools form a constrained,
decentralized system: though in the United States there are 16,000 districts and 89,000
separate buildings, each nominally autonomous, there are many national constraints
exerted by standardized testing, -a national textbook market, various accreditation
and certification requirements. and a variety/of legislation (Miles,! 1977).

We can expect, then, that schools might Aeek assistance with problems generated
by one or more of these propertiesfor example, help with goal-settin.g. coordination
on problems of collective concern, or environmental bufferingor, less optimistically
for OD's future in schools, avoid seeking help because of these very properties (if
goals are diffuse and survival is guaranteed, why aim for self-,renewal?).

An empirical stuck: by Miles, Fullan,and Taylor (1978a) of 76 OD -using school
districts in the U.S. and Canada found that (a) schoOl districts do initiate OD because
of goal achievement difficulties, coordination issues, and technical insufficiency or
backwardness; (b) boundary management issusis are less frequent as a start problem,
and districts may require minimal environmeRtal turbulence before launching suc-s-
cessful OD; (c) the .noncompetitive, "guaranteed survival' aspect has less effect than
might be expected, since most of the successful districts began with, perceived
educational and task-oriented organizational issues, along with projected structural
changes; (d) decentralization of 'school_districts is probably a feature slowing or
minimizing the diffusion of OD to, at present, less' than I 'percent of districts. On
balance, we conclude that the special properties of schools do not necessarily Unfit
them for adopting and implementing OD, and OD is not "inherently.' a bad fit for
schools as organizations. But schools do present special problems,, which must guide
OD efforts (see section II).

OD's values and assumptions

Before attempting to reconcile the various viewpoints expressed in this section, it
is necessary to probe in more detail the question of the underlying values and
assumptions of Op including observations about "values in-practice." (We draw
mainly on Alderfer, 1977; Bowen, 1977;',Friedlander, 1976:, Tichy,' 1978a, 1978b;
Tichy & Hornstein, 1974; and Walton & Warwick, 1973; see.also Huse 1975 pp. 21-
24)

Friedlander (1976) begins to explain the underlying dilemmas of OD by suggesting
that three..sometimes contradictory value schemes form the essential basis of OD:
rationalism, pragmatism, and existentialism. Depending on the blend of these three
values, various precursors of OD were spawned: T-groups, laboratory human rela--
Lions training, survey research, action research and feedback, MBO and othersystet s

" As Miles (1977) points out, such a feature is .not necessarily to be deplored: loosely-couple
systems tend to be more flexible and adaptive, less a prey to environmental threat;and les
vulnerable to Incompetence than are more tightly-coordinated systems.
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perspectives, and so forth. (Friedlander. 1976, pp. 8-16).7 When the link between
laboratory training and transfer to 'organizational settingswas forged, OD came into
existence. Friedlander states that current tensions in OD can be traced to the uneasy
combination of the three ancestral values:

Rationalism pushes- contemporary OD toward becoming more scientific, more the-
oreticarand conceptual, more logical and mathematical: toward abstract models,
toward building theories: toward understanding the determinants of our organiza-
tional. social. and personal worlds. Pragmatism pushes OD in the direction of
becoming .more usefulhow does OD increase effectiveness, performance, produc-
tivity.... Existentialism within OD pushes the organization to become more human-
istic, more aware, more emerging, more person growth oriented. (p. 18)

Friedlander claims that OD gets into trouble when it neglects one or more of the
three values. If the rationalist part is neglected. OD fails to operate with a coherent; ,

conceptual base; if the pragmatic part is igriore'd, OD becomes distant and irrelevant:
and if existential values are denied, OD becomes depersonalized (p. 20-21). Improper
blends of the three values, states Friedlander, account for OD's being "frequently
denounced for failures" (p. 21). (Recall also Bassin & Gross, 1978. whd argued for
the importance of pragmatic results.)

Alderfer (1977) also discusses the relationship between values and OD. The two
main values of OD, according to Alderfer concern the desire to "humanize" orga- .
nizations and to improve the "effectiveness" of organizations. Alderfer indicates that
earlier uses of OD assumed that the two sets of values were compatible, but "as the
field has grown,. increasing numbers of questions have been raised about just how
easy it is to pursue both kinds of values with approximately equal vigor!' (p. 198).
The problem of power lies at the.heart of the issue: "OD professionals must struggle
with whether their professional competence (power) is being used to advance humane
values and with, whether they can harness enough power to bring about desirable
change in human organizations" (p. 199). The OD consultant must be sensitive to
and deal explicitly with these essentially political processes. Failure to take account
of the potential-value conflicts and political processes can rest* in OD's being used
to dehumanize social processes rather than to humanize them (p. 199).

I As evidence for the reality of the problem, Alderfer cites Tichy and -Hornstein's
(1974) research, which found that the actions of OD consultants as a group were
incongruent with their espoused values and intentions. By and large, OD consultants
said that their goal was to promote individual freedom and power equalization, but
reported that they actually worked primarily to improK productivity and problem-
solving capacity of the organization (Tichy & Hornstein, 1974).

In an earlier article, Walton and Warwick (1973) discussed in some detail the
ethical dilemmas of OD as falling under three. now familiar headings: power.
freedom. and professional responsibility:

Under power, the first question they raise concerns justice:

Note that all these precursors have a strong rellekive, self - analytic core: the emphasis is bn
inquiry. learning from experience, using data for planning change.
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"IS.it lair that those who already possess power and"Control wealth have much more
access in our society to the "social technology" of OD than do others': (p. 684) (See

. also Fulian. 1976.)

They suggest that even though most OD consultants clairri,that they are working
for the entire organization, the fact that they are usually hired by management isfar-

' from inconsequential.. They advocate that OD consultants shciuld be explicitly
sensitive to those problems-and should deal with power openly.

Secondly. Walton and Warwick contend that OD sometimes implicitly violates
the values bf freedom (again see Fullan, 1976). If freedom involves awareness of
optionS, knowledge of their, consequences. and the ability to act upon them (and
consequently freedom from coercion., manipulation, and misuse of informati* )' there
are certain ethical dilemmas faced by op consultants (Walton & Warwick,_19%3;10.
688-689). In citing examples. the two authors raise several ethical- problems:

.(trInfortned consents'
,it,anyjemployees have only the vaguest notion of what OD means at the time
they agree to or are persuaded to participate. (p. 689)

(2) Volutztarisnyi
when .40417rvisor introduces the possibility of participating in a "voluntary"
program. it is "very difficult for a subordinate to imagine that there would be no

. . penalty for declining to participate" (p. 690).
(3) Professienal irresponsibility:

when an OD consultant "allows a client to expect more than can. be delivered"
(p. 694). ".... allows or promotes .overdependency or its opposite, shows insuf-
ticient commitment to the organization, and/or violates confidentiality in syStle
or not,go subtle ways" (pp: 696-697),

Other examples by Walton and Warwick show how promises of privacy and
freedom can be violated thrOugh persuasion, pressure, and manipulation. The authors.
conclude by advocating greater self-analysis, dialogue, and setting of ethical standards
by OD consultants and practitioners. (See also Miles, 1979.)

.Bowen (1977) also discusses the value dilemmas in OD identified above, and
.suggests that the use Argyris' (1970) primary task model (valid information, free
choice, and internal commitment) would minimize the main value conflicts. However,
the difficulties and elusiveness of coming to a resolution are emphasized by Van de
Vliert (1'977, pp. 561-562), who argues that dilemmas in Argyris' "freedom of choice"
are inadequately addressed, and that Argyris' practice evidences an identification
with top management.

Concliision

Given all the variations and emphases in the goals of OD andP its underlying
values, one may be forgiven for echoing Fillmore's (1974) plea: "OD: No More
Definitions. Please," or for viewing current thinking on OD as Weisbord (1977)
characterizes it:

Depending upon whom you talk to and what you read you will learn that OD works,
doesn't work., is extremely complex, scientific and mysterious, defies dgscription,
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can't be evaluated, should always besivaluated, risks becoming professionalized, risks
not becoming professionalized, doesn't really exist, once existed but is becoming
extinct. is metamorphosing into something else which also works, doesn't work, is
extremely complex, scientific and mysterious, defies description. etc.. etc., etc. (p. 2)

On the other hand, a careful reading of the definitions and value dilemmas
contained in the preceding pages enables us to pinpoint, some of the basic problems
and to understand what OD is and why it has come under attack. Three issues stand
out: ( I ) OD is anacked because many uses of OD probably do not meet all the
criteria we have summarized'(i.e., are not OD at all); (2) even when particular OD
programs theoretically meet the criteria, there is often a discrepancy between the
espoused values and the values in practice; and (3) OD is intrinsically difficult
because it involves balancing elements of the organization, which are inherently in
conflict or tension, and are extremely complex to understand and work with. These
three issues are discussed in turn. .

First, if we return to our aggregate definition, we can immediately rule out all.
those limited intervention activities, which address only parts of the organization or
the problem (e.g., communications workshops), or which are in Bowers' (1977) term
superficial (one-shot training of a small portion of the organization). OD in this sense
has failed because many activities that go under the label of OD are not really OD
at all. Mislabelling has contributed both to confusion about what OD is, and to the
view that' OLVes irrelevant or inconsequential. The presence of OD-labelled activities
that do not 'meet the general definition can also be seen as a kind of vulgarization
stemming from itSers' eagerness to appear up-to-date, innovative, and so forth, along
with unwillingness to expend the time afd resources needed for serious effort.

Second, the values in practice or use in 013 programs may not in fact address the
hum -. a side of development much as they address the organizational side, despite the
intentions of OD consultants. The various critiques of the underlying assumptions
and values may be accurate concerning the practice and consequences of many OD
efforts, even if those consequences are not intended (indeed, even if the espoused
goals are opposite to the eventual consequences).

Third, since OD pot only has to address, but also to balance a number of complex
factors individual and organization, content and process. task and structure, and so
forthover a long period of time, it is understandable that OD has had uneven
success, especially since most definitions of OD do not stress the problem of balance.

Even if these three concerns are met, we still would not know if OD is successful
and under what conditions (that is a task for sections II and III), but at least it helps
us to sort out legitimate from illegitimate uses of OD as a precondition for investi-
gating the potential 'of OD. In conclusion,_ general definitions of OD mask the
complexities, specific components, and dilemmas-involved in the use of OD. The
implications of our discussion of the goals and values of OD are twofold. First,
potential OD programs and consultants should be scrutinized, and should schuinize
themselves, to determine that each of the major. components of OD are in faCt.
included in the OD effort. Second, vigilance and verification are necessary to ensure
that the value dilemmas ,in OD are constantly being checked and kept in balance
and that each of the 'values of OD is actually being implemented in practice.

It may help to summarize this section if we offer a working definition of OD as
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applied in schools. It, extends and specifies the "aggregated" definition of OD-in-
general offered aboye:

Organization development in school districts is da coherent, systematically-planned,
sustained effort at system self-study and improvement, focusing explicitly on change
in formal and informal procedures, processes, norms or structures, using behavioral
science .concepts. The goals of OD include improving Onh the quality of life of
individuals as well as organizational functioning and performance with a direct or
indirect focus pri educational issues.

Some emphases should be noted: The requirement of coherence and systematic
planning may be too normative, but ciOCS serve to distinguish OD from haphazard
efforts casually labelled "OD,''.as increasingly seems to be the case. The emphasis on

' explicitness indicates that OD deals directly with organizational phenomena and
their alteration, rather than inducing changes indirectly through some other vehicle.
The inclusion of both format and informal organizational issues makes for more,
thoroughneis. and excludes simply "official" rearrangements. The emphasis on

,quality of life of individuals and on organizational performance highlights the dual
goal of OD and potential problems in pursuing these goals in a balanced, value-
congruent way. The permissive inclusion of educational content acknowledges that
such work is a primary ti:sk of school districts, and indicates that curriculum-focused.
work is not necessarily OD.. in the absence of the preceding qualifiers. The label
."sustained" is perhaps best left unspecified, though an 18 -month figure or more is
probably useful as a guide: given the year-by-year planning often characteristic of
school districts, and other evidence cited later.

All of this is not to claim that there is only one distinct form of QD in schools. The
underlying principles may be met in different ways, or the same program may .suffer

- different fates, depending on characteristics of the settings in which it is used. In
order to identify more specificahy the djfferent operating characteristics of OD
programs, and the varying conditions under which they work, we reviewed the
literature bearing on these characteristics.

. The next two sections are closely related; we examine the nature and conditions of
-successful and unsuccessful OD in operation (section II) and then focus on the
questioa of success by considering the evidence on the actual impact of OD programs.
(section III). Section II identifies issues.pertaining to using OD and some of the
different OD approaches in operation, while section III analyzes :the impaci of OD
as a whole.

U. Operating Characteristics

The consideration of operating characteristics consists of several types of issues:
the nature .of different OD approaches; conditions for entry and initiation of OD
programs; and various operating issues including the role of consultants, time
investment and time line, and types of people involved, support required, costs, and
others.

The review of research in both sections II aria III is organized around two main
categories: Empirical Case Studies in School Districts, and Overviews and-Compar-
ative Reviews of the Field of OD.
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A. Empirical Studies in School Districts

1ln identifying empirical studies in school districts we were particularly interested
in recent studies that had made definite efforts to implement 013,. were reasonably
well documented, and worked with multiple schools in a given district (ile., engaged.
the district organization in the Wort). The following ten studies provide substantial
data on the use of OD in schools: Runkel and Schmuck (1974, 1976); Bassin mid
Gross (Note I); Milstein- (Note 5, Note 6); Cohen acid Gadon (1978); Scheinfeld
(1979); Keys (1979), Keys and Bartunek (1979), Keys and Kreisman (1978); Cooke
and Coughlan (1979); Mohrman et al. (1977); Coad et -al. (Note 2); Miles et al.
(1978a and*Fullan et al. (1978c).8

Withopt doulit, the most intensive and substantiated work' on OD in schools has
been carried ou by Schmuck. Runkel and colleagues at the University of Oregon,
who hale been woiking with school districts since 1967 (see Schmuck & Runkel,
1972; Schmuck et al., 1975; Schmuck et al., 1977; Runkel & Schmuck. 1974, 1976).
FortunLely, they have carried out their own review of research findings based on
their work in a number of elementary and junior high schools (Runkel & Schmuck,
1976). An analysis of the research findings on their various OD programs enables us
to identify an initial list of the conditions that they have found to be important for
the operation of OD. They classify these in four categories: start-up, transition,'
maintenance, and effects. All but the last will be summarized here (effects will b4'
examined in section III). These four categories will also be used as the framework for
reviewing the other studies.

Entry, start-up. This is one ofthe main themes.in the OD,literature, as we will see
. ill nearly all the studies. It includes both the system conditions or state of readiness

for OD, as well as the way in which OD is introduced. In summarizing several faCtors
related to readiness', Runkel and Schmuck (1976) state:

Our evidence indicates that success in OD consultation in facilitating structuol
change is strongly influenced by the, social-psychological readiness of the client
organization to change. Readiness is greatest where openness of .communication is
valued and. communication skill is high. where there is a widespread desire for .

collaborative work, where the administration is supportive or at least not negative
toward the intervention, where there is a good agreement at the outset about the
educntional goals to be reached by.restructuring, and whtre the staff does not have
a history of one "innovation" after another that has failed to produce rewarding
outcomes. (p. 13)

"Taken together, we can estimate that these studies represent seridus OD efforts in over 100
school _districts and in well over 300 schoolsSchintick and Runkel summarize 20 different
studies, which they and their colleagues conducted, Bassin and Gross worked with over 30 high
schools in New York City. Milstein with nine schools in Buffalo. Cohen and Gadon with one
small school district, Scheinfeld with two schools in Chicago, Keys with nine schools in a
Chicago parochial system, Cooke and Coughlan with seven (and three which received partial
treatment) in Northern Illinois, Mohrman et al. with nine in an urban school district, Cdad et
al. with four and Miles, Fullan and Taylor with 76 school districts (with multi* schools in
each district).teven of the 10 studies consisted of work in single,mostly large, schodl districts,
while three involved multiple school ditricts (Runkel & Schmuck, Coo)ce & Coughlan, and
Miles, Fullan, & Taylor). The districts and schools ranged from rural and suburBan to large
urban. settings. .
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According to Runkel and Schmuck, a certain amount of organizational readiness
is important us a precondition to' whether OD will get started and/or be productive...
a desire or value toward open communication and collaboration. administrative support.
goal clarity and the absence of negative histOry of innovation, In other places in their
writings they emphasize that strong district support frOm central administrators is
necessary, as well as the principal's commitment, supportand involvetnent at thu
district level.(see also Schmuck et al, 1975).

Two other factors listed as essential are the need to focus on subsystems, and
adequate time for participation in the decision by all subsystem members (Runkel ., '
& Schmuck. 1976):

The successel of. OD consultation, we believe, are due in large measure to our
insistence upon bringing entire subsystems, intothe consultation.... It is of utmost
importance to give adequate time for introducing what OD is, and how it Works to a
potential client organization. (p. 13)

In their comparison of successful and unsuccessful experi n six elementary
schools (Schmuck et al. 1975), the same point is made more sp dfically:

A crucial aspect of these early days, we are convinced, was. the way, group and,
individual decisions were made to participate in the project,W0Delieve strongly that
the total staff should hold at least three or four meetings over a period of about two .
months to disCuss OD. (p. 356)

Transition. initial. operation. Under this category, Runkel and Schmuck include'
events during the initial use (e.g., the first year) of an OD program, the amount:of
consultation and time, use of consultants, continuity?of leaders, and the sequence
and pacing of addressing. system problems.

In working in relatively small or medium sized organizations (mostly elementary
schools) Runkel and Schmuck have found that approximately; 160 hotirsAabout
daysper staff' member, based on Runkel anSchmuck's estimate of.6-hour dayslof
staff time in direct OD training and work over the period of a years necessary for.
major results to occur. In fdct, at the other end of the scale they found that "staffs
receiving fewer. than 24 hours (4 days) of OD' help actually declined in. their
communicative adequacy" (p. 19). They cite some schools that evidenced. positive..
changes after only'46 hours or even fewer, but caution tha't' 24 hour's or so is
dangerously low because it opens problems; which cannot 'be resolved' in a short
time. Thus, a single workshop or two or three workshops tOtaling 4 days or less fit
the latter time frame.

. .

This finding, like that of Milstein's (1978) thit more- troubled schoolsclid not choose an
offered OD program, is reminiscent of the finding that psychotherapy is most- effective with
perSons of high ego strength, good 'verbal ability, and so forth. The usual cant is that "The
people who need help the most don't, take it." But this is too simple a version. Rather. it seems
that reasonable resources and capabilities are needed toensureOD success: really weak, crisis-
ridden or vitally change-resistant districts simply do not have any extra resources of time,
energ; or money to carry out an OD effort.
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Recalling our earlier discussion of the definition of OD, Rurikel and Bell (1976)
comment on the dangers of superficial prOgrams that use only a small number of
hours: .

In practical terms, this result means that the isolated two day workshopi that are
only too common as laboratory training for organization development will probably
havemoderatley destructieresults:-(p. 132).

. -

Dissertations by Schmuck and Itunkers students provide detailed evidence for this .
finding. Wyant (1974) showed that time involved in OD can play a major role in its -
impact. His data indicated that between Ito 3 days of OD training in communication
and pioblem'solving.can have deleterious effects on staff collaboration, while more
than 3 days or so typically is associated with a facilitating effect. He argued that
small amounts of OD training may serve to surface problems, but do not alloW for
sufficient time to let The staff deal constructively andlhoroughly withproblems. With
more than 3 days allotted, however, the OD training tends to be effecliye in helping
the staff to devise new patterns of interaction thatfactitate the open and constructive
communication of valid and important information.
--, Be11 (1977) also presented data.on the relevance. bf time expenditure in an eD
Project. He showed that elementary school's with-Complex structuresthose involving
teams, parent advisory committees and.the likebenefited,niore from OD than did
elementary schools with simple social structures. His data indicated that for schools
with 3 days or less of CAD, the relationship between structural complexity and
effectiveness of climate was negative, whereas as the amount of. time devoted to OD_
rose above 3 days, the deleterious effect of increased complexity was eliminated.
.'On the use of consultantsanissue we pursue throughout our review of OD

Runkel'and Schmuck (1976) claim:

Consultation in OD is more likely to help a School modify its organizational structure
when the staff makes' frequent, knowledgeable, and proactive (not passive) use of
outsideconsultants. (p. 19)

-.-
They also cite that continuity of the principal is important; in particular, that 'he

or she stay with the organization until at least a year after the outside consultants
'leave.

The last aspect of the transitional period concerns sequence and pacing. According
to Runkel and Schmuck, constant communication, especially rapid feedback of
'diagnostic information on communication, is necessary as a basic condition for
further development (pp. 20-21); and the sequence of change works best if it proceeds

from communication and problem solving skills w structural-and curricular changes
(Runkel & Schmuck, 1976, p. 21; Schmuck. et al, 1975, p. 362) But, see our discussion.
of Bassin and Gross later for contrary suggesticins under different conditions of
readiness.

Maintenance, institutionalization. Runkel and Schmuck make only one major
observation here: that maintenance of the OD program requires a team or cadre of
-inside organizational specialists who will operate as a built-in subsystem of OD
consultants: *.n their own work in some school districts they have built- the program
on the trainirg of OD cadres within the distqct who operate in a staff relationship to
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the needs of the organization (see Kunkel & Schmuck, 1976, and cs`pecially Schmuck
et al., 1977. chap. 12).

The other studies (cited above) of OD programs in school Bigtricts provide mostly
supportive evidence, but also suggest some additional factors and alternative designs.
The Schmuck and Runkel review frameworkstart-up. transition or initial opera-
tion, and maintenance of institutionalization is .useful for analyzing these other
studies.

(II Entry and Start-up - ...
. ......

Several of the studies throw new light on the quelion of organizationaTreadiness.. '
In a general ct. nmentary (i.e.. not an empirical studY), Dirr and-Demb (1974)
essentially take tne theoretical position that the con mons in urban school-systems
make it highly unlikely that,OD will even begive a try. Pressing task and crisis
issues. financial press.ures to use resources for more angible needs (while OD is an :
unproven commodity). lack of required interdepends e (no need for coliabdiation;

. or at least presence of high subsystem autonomy), and general mistrust and skeptidigni
that outside help and in particular OD help will be useful, all mitigate against the
likely use of 011 if Derr and Derrib-lre correct, SChmuck and Runkel's conditions
for start-Uppositive orientation to communication and* boration, support from
administrators, beginning with process skillsdo not exis in most city school.
districts. Conway (Note 7) and Milstein (Note 5) agree with Derr and Demb by
suggesting that new, approaches to OD are necessary. Which can work with educa-
tional organizations characterized by "adversarial relations" (i.e., as in contemporary

. urban educational systems). Alternative approaches (to that of Schmuck and Runkel)
in three of our case studies both identify and respond to the conditions in large cities

'(Scheinfeld .1979, Bassin & Gross. Note 1; Milstein. Note 5. Note 6; Conway, Note
7, Note 8). \

.

Bassin and Gross have established what appears to be afaii-ly successful OD based
__renewal program with over 30 high schools in New York City. The entry issues,

which they:raise, show some similarities to those identified by Schmuck and Runkel.
but also some essential differences.

.

The similarities both in terms of assumptions and evidence are that administrative
support, especially by principals, is essentjol. So are focus on self-help, use of outside
and inside consultants; widespread participation, systematic planning. data gathering,
and action (Bassin & Gross, p. 6-10).

The main difference at the entry Cage (and in subsequent stages) concerns the
emphasis on task and planning issues and on definite short-berm results. Bassin and
Gross view entry (which is the first step in their 7:step model) as one of convincing.
preparing, and negotiating with the principal and key staff members to induce the
belief that their involve-menvill result in task-specific work with some short-term
payoff, withouNajor financial-costs. Further, these expectations are formalized in
specific terms: The entry stlge is completed bythe joint development.of a written
Renewal design or outline" (p. V).
-They refer to their task /short -term orientation as "practicality": an assumption

--which deviates from traditional OD practice."' ,

.Practicality.In order to succeed in the complex urbanschool setting Rvewal must
above all else be practical. People- in schools simply have no tolerance for any .

, . .
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approach for improvement which cannot produce tangible. practical results within a
short time (6 months) and with a minimal money investment. (p. 10)

Bitsin and Gross nlso cite two other assumptions, and orientations varying from
. those in traditional OD: One is that an outside catalyst (not the OD consultantf. but
an external to the school district agency) can be important. In their case it was an
organization of business people, the Economic Development Council (EDC) of NeW
York City. The other factor concerns the emphasis. On political skills of the 'OD
consultant and the training process:

In addition to training people within the schools in the process of political skills
itself, these consultants must have the ability to help negotiate with occasional
opponents of the Renewal process and to help enlist the.support of the administration
to ovtcome opposition..Sometimes the Renewal process meets with opposition from
the adthinistration itself, in which cage thti, consultant* must" "seine as an effective .
Mediator. Without effective management of political opposition the process, is in
jeopardy of dying. (p. 11) .

Perhaps the other major difference which should be mentioned is that Bassin and
Gross represent one of the few cases where students are directly involved in the OD
program -as trainees (but also see Schmuck, 1974).

The work of MilSteia and colleagues in the city of Buffalo raises similar issues;
-many in thenegative sense (i.e., factors which Were not or could not be overcome at
the entry stages). In May 1977, the Buffalo Public School District.was awarded a
Federal grant (ESEA Title IV-C) to'facilitate the implementation of a-court-ordered
deSegregatiop program. It involved reassigning children to schOols "so that all schools
would reflect the approximate. racial composition" of the entire district. The grant
proposal was to establish and train an OD-based internal 'district team.. of change
agents (called the School Improvement Resources TeamSIRT), which Would
facilitate desegregation as well as work on ,ether organizatior ally specific issues. The
history of the start and entry of the project, amply described by Milstein (Note 6. p.

I I ), indicates a number of events or issues that inhibit successful entry.
'First, Milstein discusses an issue to which we return throughout our study: the

need not only fcr support or approval from central and building administrators: but

for their active involvement in the process:

The central office's support of SIRT, at the general leyel has been constant, but lack-
of involVement has Meant, also, lack of: sensitivity to the goals and processes_

employed. OD is not- someffiing` that can be-"explained," it must be experienced:

(p. 5) -

Several examples are cited as to the lack of understanding and involvement. Just

before the selection of SIRT members the central leaders made adecision to keep. all

central office personnel on duty throughoutthe summer, which effectively prevented,.

any central' office personnel from being members of SIRT teams. Three weeks before

the training was to begin, "central office planners unilaterallidecided to establish .

small groups of administrators and teachers in each of nine schools that it felt would
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he most affected by the desegregation effort" (p: I0). and assigned these nine groups
(called liaison teams) to be trained by SIRT in the summer.

The selection of SIRT members was also an important issue. The procedure. used
meant that the most "committed" not necessarily the most representative or respected
members of district staff,were selected (pp. 6-7).

Some of the evils of external grants (which we follow up in the section on
maintenance) were evident from the start when the grant was awarded in May. and
the summer training session was due to commence in the summer, necessitating a
hasty application and selection process for the team (Milstein..p. 5).

In sum, several of the 'assumptions of effective entry and start-up seem to have
6

been violated in the Buffalo case: lack of specific support and involvement of central
7- and building administrators, excessively rapid start-up, inadequate communication

and participation in decisions about the nature of the program, or even whether to
do it at all. We would add an assumption of our own: total reliance on external
funds. (See also Cohen and Gadon, 1978, p. 63 for further indication that .specific
and active forms of support by top management must be openly in place. especially
in small school systems.)

Scheinfeld's (1979) OD project in two large urban schools confirms many of the
findings of the previous case studies and emphasizes the need for different, more
issue oriented approaches to OD in urban settings. He suggests that OD, if it is to be
successful in urban schools,. must simultaneously intervene in three central aspects of
school life. the classroom, the organizational climate of the school, and school-
community relations (p, I 1.5). The author argues that OD in schools needs to focus
on specific developmental goals for children in the classroom which teachers value.
if it is to move to-organizational climate issues.

The two schools in which ,,Scheinfeld worked also provide interesting support for
the nature and importance of particular start-up conditions. In school I, the area
superintendent gave general informal agreement. and teachers agreed to participate
in the project. which was wholly developed and funded by the external team. After

experiencing considerable.difficulty in implementing the project, the external team
f redesigned their start-up strategy in school 2. In the latter situation, they moved_more

slowly and explicitly to (a) obtain active, specific (material) suppOrt from the district
superintendent: (b) involve the principal as an-active partner with the external team,
teachers. parents. and so forth; (c) carry out a needs assessment by the school and
corn' munity; (d) have the teachers, principal. and parents write the, proposal for funds
containing specific goals; (e) establish a short, 'trial renewable contract with the
school: and (f). have a workShop structure. based on teachers' interests and supple-

: mented by follow-up with teachers on a one to one basis in the classroom (Scheinfeld.
1979. p. 117). The OD project was far more successful and in a shorter period of time

school 2 compared with school 1.
Keys'.work in differentAspects of an urban parochial school system (Keys, 1979;

Keys & Bartunek. 1979; Keys & -Kreispian; 1978) illustrateS the complexity of
carrying out OD in multiple schools in an urban setting. As usual, the active
participation of a central leader (Associate Superintendent of. Curriculum)- was
needed. along with a careful, detailed. informative and participative selection process
at each individual school in which staff decided whether they wdnted to commit the
time and energy to the project. A task force selected (on the criteria of-readiness
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rather than urgency) nine of the 12 schools who applied to participate in the project
(see Keys. 1979. p.:100). Other issues of readiness and subsequent impact of the
program on different schools are discuised below.

Cooke and Coughlan (1979) used an elaborate "Survey-Feedback. Problem Solv-
ing and Collective Decision-Making Model" to train school leaders and staff to__
promote faculty participation and 'oh-going problem-solving activities in the school.
Twenty-four elementary schools from five nonurban school districts in Northern
Illinois participated in a modified experimental design. One group of seven schools
received full treatment. a group of three received survey feedback only. and two
groups of seven schools served as controls. Selectivity and conditions of support
probably shaped the success. For example. seven districts were suppoSed to partici-
pate. but two dropped out due to financial problems and faculty work overloads"
(p. 84). The program had moderate success as we, will report below. but the initial
conditions of support and entry at the district and building level on the part of
principals were major explanatory variables in accounting for success.

Mohrman et al. (1977), using the same' SF -PS -CD model. provide even more
convincing evidence on problems of support. and on the question of whether process-
oriented forms of OD by themselves are appropriate in large urban districts: They
identified the entry problems. which they encountered as lukewarm central admin-
istrator support. lack of participation by staff in deciding to initiate the program (the
decision was made by a central cabinet of administrators and principals), and a
prehistory of wasted attempts at innovation. Administrators viewed the teachers as
wanting to put in aslittle time as possible. and teachers viewed administrators as
having made decisions to start many new *programs involving outside 'groups:
programs which led to very little,because the district office attached little importance
to them in terms of follow-through. On top of all this, the superintendent left the
district before the program was started and "the interim superintendent agreed to
cooperate. but withotij enthusiasm" (Mohrman et al.. p.165). The one slight saving

agrace was that eventually the decision to participate was made on school by school
basis, with the outside consultants presenting information about the proposed pro-
gram to the staff 'mine of 22 schools in the district decided to participate). In effect.,
.district-wide involvement was impossible under the conditions of entry. with future
success depending on the initiative of few principals and teachers in a context of
minimal central offide support and understanding. Under these conditions. many of
the nine schools participating encountered serious problems during implementation
(see section II).

Discussion of entry conditions is conspicuous by its absence in the report zithe
training program launched by Coad et al. (1976) in four inner-city schools. The
training consisted of a 24eek preservice workshop in August for the staff of the four
schools (the mornings were spent. on OD (goai setting, communications. problem-
solving skills. etc.('and the afternoons on curriculum issues) and 4-day-long sessions
interspersed through tin: school year. There is little discussion of entry conditions or
approaches other than the reference to the schools being **selected by administrators."
The lack of impact. in fact the negative impact (see section III) may be traced to
inadequate attention to entry and other operating characteristics reviewed in this
section.

Finally. Miles; Fullan, and Taylor (1978a). in their study of 76 U.S. and Canadian
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districts where OD had been in place for at least 18 months, found that the conditions
which enabled the initiation of OD were most frequently associated with top
managemeiii support, commitment, and initiative; funding availability; the existence
of organizational problems; and the stimulation of inside change agents. They also
noted. that the problems dealt with most frequently in early phases were those
involving organizational task issues and secondaril9 socioemotional and "output"
issues.

Fullan, Miles, and Taylor ( I978c) also carried out three case studies, which showed
the critical role of central management in initiating and supporting op programs
(fo further discussion of these case studies see the following section on initial
operation).

In summary, entry conditions and approaches are crucial to the subsequent fate of
OD programs. The conditions of OD readiness and whether OD is appropriate for
certain types of situations also indicate some guidelines. We leave a summary of
these conditions until the end of this section when we have reviewed all of the
operating characteristics.

Issues of entry, of course, carry over into the initiation phase and the first year of
operation, and several new issues become important.

(2.) Transition (Initial operation)

As we have 'seen, Runkel and Schmuck, in considering initial operation, referred
to amount of time, use of consultants, continuity of leaders, and seqUence and pacing
of problems from initial skills training in communication and problem solving to
structural. and task changes. These findings and others will be reviewed in the
empirical studies that have been discussed in the previous section (Milstein, 1974
Cohen & Gadon, 1978; Scheinfeld, 1979; Keys, 1979; Cooke & Coughlan, 1979;
Miles, Fullan, & Taylor, 1978a; Bassin & Gross, Note Coad et al., Note 2).

Bassin and Gross elaborate on the importance of focusing on task issues during
the initial-phases, with training being built into rather than preceding task work.

Schmuck-and Runkel's model utilizes intensive traininglof school staff as an initial'
step ... Renewal-utilizes a planning sequence as the .first major intervention in a
school, and does training simultaneously as the planning cycle unfolds in the school

The reason Renewal began with actual problem-solving work rather than
intensive training is the lack of tolerance and time among inner city school personnel
for activities that do not generate immediate tatiblFitsults,(pp. 3-4)

Bassin and Gross emphasize the importance of working on specific tasks, although
it 'should be stated that their case examples do not indicate that educational tasks are
a priority. Like Schmuck and Runkel, they indicate that "attention has turned to
curriculum issues after the Renewal process 'has seemed reasonably secure" (p. 81).
111.1e task focus at the beginning is likely to be on highly specific organizational
problems, which affect the work life of the members of the school: security, relation-
ship to custodial staff, and so forth. On the prOCessitask balance it is worth noting in
passing that one of the major initial problems in the massive Louisville OD program
was reported to be the emphasis on interpersonal skills and relationships without
linking these to .specific curriculum and classroom needs (see Doll,' Love, & Levine,
1973, p. 526).
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Other operating factors identified by Bassin and Gross tend to,support uck
and Runkel's findings. They indicate that it is important to focus on entire su systems
or systems. and that the school is the unit of change. The conditions for ccess.
according to Bassin and Gross. also depend on the presence and fulfillment o key
roles: the principal, an external change agent (called the renewal consultant). an
internal change agent (called the renewal-coordinator). a core coordinating and
decisionmaking group within the school .`and the involVement of department heads.
teachers, students'and parents. and corporate representatives from EDC. We do not
have the space to describe all these roles. In brief, it seemed important for the
principal to provide specific support (released time, etc.) and oversee communication

,find assignment of responsibilities. It is noteworthy that in the evaluation of imple -.
mentation there were more cases of the principal's playing a negative or nonsuppor-
tive role than a supportive one:

Typically, the problem is that the principal is seen as failing to provide sufficient
support to ensure the implementation of Renewal projects and plans. (p. 50)

On the other hand. there were some examples in which principals were seen as
effective. In these cases. the principal "made time and sought out Renewal people to
keep informed." "facilitated and initiated 'communication of Renewal activities to
the faculty." provided time through regular faculty meetings or conference days.
"provided a small piece of the schools' budget in the form of teacher time released,"

'and "provided guidance in the .development of feasible plans, approved the plans
and assured their implementation". (pp. 50-51):

The external consultant provided training and support to the principal .tnd inside
change agent and team with a view to having the inside group become independent
of the external consultant, that is. the emphasis was on establishing the internal
capability of the school leaders andtstaff. Bassin and Gross also note that no school
had an effective program if the internal Coordinator was not effective in relating to
all the various subgroups in the school and community (see Porterfield and, Porterfield
(1979) for self descriptions of their work as internal coordinators in the project). The
role of the corporate representative was to provide an ongoing relationship to the
business community and to hell') in obtaining additional external resources and
funds..

The qUestion of the amount of time necessary for renewal is also explicitly
addressed by the authors:

Renewal is not a one-shot intervention but rather a sustained effort to help a school
develop and improve, its own problem solving capacity. The first cycle of Renewal
(movement through the six stages of the model from entry to evaluation) takes
anywhere from six months to a year. It usually takes two to three years to move.
Renewal beyond two levels within a schooL The external Renewal consultant plans
to stay with a school on an intensive (once per week basis) for two or three years and
then move to a maintenance (as needed) relationship. (Bassin & Gross, p. 26)

Regarding the time for people withinsrlthe school, Renewal attempts to minimize
the time demands. In total, the time investment for the core group seems to be on the
order of 60-90 hours per yearmost of it on released time, although this varies
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according to el km. The rest of the-staff is involved at, various points during the year
using professional development conference time, but the total time involved is
unspecified. Most Renewal work is carried out during school time except for some of
the work for core group members. Even with the emphasis on ,minimizing time
demands, excessive expenditure of time was ,the most' frequently cited prfblern by
staff in implementing the program.

The nature of financial support for the program is another important feature of
the use of OD. In the early years of the project (1974) each of the eight Rentwal
schools (at the lime) received 3.5 positions for teacher released time and $10,000- -
$20.000 per year for research and deVelopment. Funds came from The federal
government (NIE) and the New .York city Board of Education. Currently, Renewal
schocils each receive 'one-fifth to one-half of a position from the Board, and VAO
from the EDC. There are two major issues here. One is that there has been a major
shift toward minimizing external funds: the financial support from EDC is small.
The individual school must support the program with only a small amount of support
from the Board and from EDC. The second issue is that the minimal support makes
it difficult to involve very many of the staff for any given meeting or event.

This seems to be especially problematic because the program began with substantial
external funds. whith. have now been drastically cut. Bassin and Gross point out:

Those people who are now about to embark on the Renewal process without external
funding are likely to find it easier than those who had the funds, learned to use them.
prodUctively, and then suffered the loss. (p. 47)

As we turn to Milstein's work, most of the transitional problems follow from the
entry and start-up.issues identified in the previous section, so we need only refer to
them here By the end of the first week of its summer training the SIRT team had
lost five of its 16, members. Although the individual reasons seemed valid, the
problem seemed partly due to the rapid start, overload of responsibilities, and in
general the 'ineffective decisiOnmaking and support relationship between the central
office leaders and the SIRT program. Second, the rapidity and confusion of the start-
up resulted in overdependence on 'the outside consultant who found himself doing
specific designing for school based activities. "It also appears to have seta pattern of
team dependency, requiring that I continue that role" (*Milstein, Note 6, p. 15).

Cohen and Gadon (1978), in formulating propositions from their case study,
reinforce many of the findings we have been discussing: the importanee of the
consultant's relating equally to different subgroups; the need for demoralized groups
to have early success, if change is to be sustained; feelings of inadequacy and
dependence when system members perceive consultants as superior. Cohen and
Gadon, as did BasSin and Gross, suggest that exploiting power relationships may be
necessary. depending on the conditions existing in the system:

When there is much mistrust and suspicion among members of a client system, use
of existing power. relationships in the early days of the project can help to get the,
project started, without:permanent negative consequences. (p. 73)

However, they stress that initial power.related decisions must be'linked to sUbse,
quent participation, and to a' understanding. of the purpose and nature-of the
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project. On the former, Cohen and Gadon ach -,sate an explicittrialcontract where
some forms of initial involvement may be required with sulwquent free-choice after
sufficient data have been. acquired by participants. Regarding the understanding, of
the project, Cohen and Gadon indicate that understanding by leadership should be '-
specific ( not just, as in Milstein's case, going along in general), especially if major
organizational change is expected:

to alter leadership style from authoritarian to participative a manager is likely to
need a conceptual model that clarifies the value of changed behavior and the means
to achieve it. (p. 75)

There were several operating features of the OD approach employed by Scheinfeld -

(1,979) that accounted for initial success, in the second urban school in which the'y
worked: the one-to-one help at the classrooni level (i.e., a focus on practical
educational issues), as well as work at the organizational climate and school-com-
munity levels; the establishment of a clear, short-term renegotiable contract; the use
of full-time 'teacher advisors; on-going, weekly relationships with teachers in the
school including workshops and one-to:one contact; an incremental approach to
change starting with relatively small successes and gradually moving to more
comprehenive efforts; involvement of parents in concrete-daily activities (as distinct
from general decisionmaking or advisory roles), although the issue of "political"
versus "service" roles of parents is quite complicated: Reflecting the "catch 22"
character of OD (organizations that have certain OD capacities to begin with are
more likely to benefit from further OD), Scheinfeld (p.. 121) states that effective OD
and teacher development depends cm three organizational climate factors: they quality
of working relationships among teachers (collaboration, trust, etc.), participation by
teachers in decisionmaking, and the relationship between principal and teachers ("no
doubt the key relationship,in the overall climate of the school" p. 121)...1n contrasting
the two schools in which. Scheinfeld's group worked, the different roles of the two
principals seemed a major cause of subsequent success or failure. Finally, ongoing '

active involvement at thedistrict level was' important:. in one school (the less
successful) the district superintendent gave general endorsement; in the other school

(the more successful) the district superintendent participated actively "in planning
and evaluation, contributed the services of district resource personnel, allocated
necessary material resources, and provided releasedtime for teachers" (p. 122).

Keys worked on different aspects of OD with several different schools in the school
system of the Archdiocese of Chicago, Keys and Bartunek (1979) carried out a goal

. focus/process skills intervention in seven elementary schools. One of the basic
features was the training of 8-member principal-teacher teams from each school who
in turn conducted training in their schools. The training involved two in-service
worksheps, 3 and 2 days in length, with a focus on interpersonal and, organizational
skills, .goal analysis, and conflict utilization. These were followed by brief training
sessions in each school conducted by team members. The results of the intervention
(which are reported in section 111) indicated moderate success including the diffusion
of training to new-staff members. This study confirms some of our earlier findings:
the important role of central administration in supporting the project; the active role
of the principal, and the multiplier effect of the training of insiders (by an external
comltant) to function as relatively self-sufficient internal trainers of others' T,he

I.
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time commitment seems comparatively small, but may be underreported. More
details are given in related studies by Keys (1979) and Keys and Kreisman (1978).
The characteristics of a parochial compared to a public system may also have been
more conducive to OD once it was endorsed by leaders)"

It is not clear whether Keys' (1979) study involved all of the same schools as in the
Keys and Bartunek report. The 'Work is based in the same district, and at least some
new schools are involved as welles different foci and additional time lines. The study
suggests operating conditions for OD essentially in line with our previous observa-
tions. and adds material on interschool support mechanisms. For example, in addition
to the basic workshops, the use of a league or network or schools was central to the
design. and the nine schools were selected based partly on their willingness to
participate in she network; an intensive in-service training program was established
with a local college of education; in which program and action planning for particular
innovations was the focus: and the design was adapted to allow school clusters with
mutual interests to work on divergent goals. . , .

Finally. Keys and Kreisman report,On their work in three schools..Again it is not
clear whether these overlapped with the schools in-the previous two studies (they
probably did)..,but much of the focus was different: it related the OD program to
impact on' classrOdm climate and grade level. We can briefly comment. on the
operating characteristics, which included 8 days of OD training, follow-up consul-.
tation "and;in-service courses-. The principal arid-staff in One of the three schools were
initially ambivalent about adopting OD premises, achieved less success and even.:
tually wishdrew. The other two were successful ai we report later.

.;' Colike and Coughlan (1979) and Moh'rman et al. (1977) used the, same OD
problem-solving model in two different sets of schoOl districti. In addition to
reporting the` usual finding'that school-by-school success varies according to the.

'.,. princtpal.(and recommending active involvemem.and OD training for principals in,,.

..:':. the projeel). the two sets of studies provide interestingcontrasts. Cooke and Coughlan.. .

.,, sepommore,success in working with small city districts than do Mohrman "et al. in
.".-working with a large urban district. Conditions for readiness and propensity .to make
% a'sustairrd effort varied considerably in the two projects. The model used does not
....,,sirimar*addre.Ss practical educational issues per se as do the Bassin and Gross and

'Scheinfeld approaches in similar large scale urban settings. In.other words, schools
in Mtge urban situations may not have the time, energy or motivation to participate,
n, process oriented OD, ifit does not demonktrate some short-term practical payoff

':..on issues o.ficoncern to the staff. while schools in smaller urban districts may be less
insistent on immediatepayoff.

.,
.

To elaborate further on the Mohrman et al. experience: sihce the problems of Start-
up Were severe and unresolved, resistance and skepticism by district administrators

. 'and staff affected the various training phases: thetrai ingiorientation of principals
' and of teacher leaders (in the nine schools which ha opted to participate) and the

relation of principals to teacher leaders and school sta f. Data on the implementation
of' the program (i.e.. the' degree to which staff members of the schools used the

"' Keys (1979) discusses some of these conditions: a more homogenous and optimistic value
orientation among staff. less turbulence, and presence of debilitating urban problems faced by
public SchoAs. etc.
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process model, etc.) corroborated the existence of uneven follow-through in using the

program. Only four of the eight elementary schools employed the process guidance
(the problem solving) model during the first year of implementation. During the
second year, the one high school and one of the eight elementary schools dropped
out of the prograni;while only three of the other seven schools actually implemented
the program (Mohrman et al., p. 174). In the one school where the program worked
best, the authors state that four factors were responsible: (1) the principal let the staff
know that he was highly in favor of the prograM, and reinforced their' problem-
solving efforts, (2) participation in program meetings was voluntary (and resulted in
100 percent attendance), (3) the school leader took special measures to communicate

.with and involve all staff, and (4) the school was small (18 teachers) with no great

- divisiveness (Mohrman et al., p. 180). Looking at all their schools, the authors also

add:

even when teachers were neither divided or predisposed against the program, negative
or uncertain attitudes of the principals led the faculties to doubt he legitimacy of the
problem:solving groups. (p. 182) 6

As in the previously reported studies, the respect and objectivity of the internal
staff leader (a teacher Fleeted for that role) was important in the successful school
"highly-respected" and "not identified with any particular subgroups" (p.183). Again

as before, this shool began with a relatively simple specific'problem before proceeding
to more complex issues. There was the need for softy.: ;nitial '`success" before the
slower, more complex process of the complete problem-solving model could, be

entertained..
The role of financesis once again instructive. The program was supportedby NIE

with released time and other operating expenses of the program being more or less

totally paid for by these external funds. Apparently, school districts will go along

with external OD programs that "pay the shot", but under these circumstances may

not have the commitment or understanding necessary to implement them.
The initial operating characteristics are not described in any detail by Coad et al.

(Note 2). The OD consultants met with each staff, described the program and asked
for voluntary participation; 71 percent agreed .to participate. Although participation
was voluntary, it appears that the presence of the program in the particular four
schools was designated by administrators without consultation. The lack of partici-

pation by 29 percent of, the staff may be connected to the initial entry strategy (or

lack of strategy)* and is one of the possible reasons the authors cite for program
failure.. There is no reference to the support or involvement of administrators. The

authors also note that the eight external cobsultants did not operate as a team (they

used their own particular approaches rather than implementing the design). The
program implementation as it turned out "may well have been a fragmented, less
intensive experience for the four faculties than was suggested by the earlier description

of the program" (p. 13).We also find out that the four ad hoc day-long follow-up
sessions during the year "may not have provided.adequate time for any meaningful
renewal of commitment, further development of skills or activities relating to the OD

emphasis" (p. 13). Thus, the OD effort was not "sustained" during the period of
implementation. Rather, the program operated in a series of brief, discontinuous
sessions. The lack of any internal change agents or consultants (at either the building

V
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or district level) and the lack of coordination at the district level point to the absence
of other operating factors that are crucial to both the transitional and institutionali-
zation stages. Finally, the costs of the program and source of funding are not
explained, but- there is an allusion to federal assistance, and the phrase "well
financed" is used (p. 14).

Miles, Fullan, and Taylor (1978a) collected extensive data from their sample-on
operating characteristics. The 76 programs studied used outside consultants (median
number, 3, with the most salient one spending about 15 days) over a 3-year period,
and many more inside consultants (median-number, 12, with the most salient one
spending 200 days). The insiders were primarily line managers, with little or no
formal or informal training in the-conduct of OD programs, and little or no linkage
to other OD professionals."

As the programs proceeded, task-oriented and output-oriented concerns remained
high, while socioemotional issues received less attention.

About half the districts had district level coordinators, an OD steering and
released time available to support the effort. Specially trained cadres and building-
level coordinators were rarer. Tiaining manuals (cf. Schniuck et al., 1977) proved the
most crucial sort of materials. The operating dollar costs involved varied widely, but
the median amount spent annually was only $5-10,000, a very modest amount. The
time costs were more substantial: about .10 days per year for at least a quarter of the
total staff. Only about half the programs had a formal evaluation attached to-them.
and few of these were systematic or thoroughgaing.

The three case studies (Fullan, Miles, & Taylor, 1978c) revealed further details
about the specific operation of OD programs in schools: one case was ,a combined
survey feedback and professional-development approach in a large urban district
(Winnipeg, Manitoba); the second was an MBO-linked approach in a moderate-sized ,
suburban U.S. district (Adams County, Colorado); and the third was a curriculum-
based approach in a small rural district (Garden City, Kansas). Many themes from
the 76-district study were reconfirmed in the cases, particularly the roles of top-
management support needed for program initiation, the need for structural and

!educational task emphasis, the importance of strong and sustained inside change-
agent presence and the low dollar cost and high time costs. But some new themes
appeared: (I) the importance of a clear, coherent program vision, accompanied by
careful front-end planning; (2) the possibility that OD programs are easier to launch
when the external environment is not turbulent; (3) the importance of a close working
partnership between a sophisticaied inside change agent and the top manager of the
district; (4) the idea that the OD program is not an "add-on" but a "way of life" in
the district; and (5) the importance of "multiplier" effects achieved by outsiders'
'steady attention to the training of internal trainers.

(3) Maintenance (or Institutionalization)

We have already foreshadowed the main issues concerning institutionalization of

" Miles, Fullan. and Taylor (1978a) also conducted a study of 308 consultants who had
carried out OD with schools in the U.S. and_Canada, about two-thirds based outside school.
districts. Strikingly, only about half had received formal training through university or NTL.
Institute auspices. About one quarter were university-based. The average consultant spent only
15-20 days annually in work with schools.
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the OD programs in the school district empirical studies, which we can now briefly
state. Bassin and Gross claim that after four years some of the schools are moving
toward maintenance:

The final step of Renewal is institutionalization, the ultimate goal of the Renewal
process. Of the twelve schools in the samplefor the Assessment, only three have
institutionalized the Renewal process. Those three schools had all participated in the
program for more than three years. Institutionalization was manifested by an effective
recycling of entry and implementation. bolsteredby all the other steps of the process
(p. 75)

Tge other OD projects show similar positive or negative evidence that the quality_
of the entry and initial operation stages determine the longevity of the OD effort.
Within the first 2 years, schools that have participated on weak bases invariably drop
out or lose interest (e.g., Mohrman et al., 1977; Cad et al., Note 2); others with'
stkonger starting bases and sustained attempts to train insiders and build in OD as an
ongoing part of the district's work take at least two years to implement the programs,
and seem to take 4 or 5 years before OD can be considered as reasonably well
institutionalized.''

Miles, Fullan, and Taylor (1978a) found that 78 percent of their U.S. -Ca an
sample of districts expected more or less institutionalized continuation (recall that all
had had a) minimum Of 18 months of sustained work). The most frequent explanathins
otTered were results obtained, commitment and hard work, and top management
support. Regression analyses showed that large-scale, heavily funded OD programs
were less likely to become institutionalized (S, finding echoed in Berman and
McLaughlin's (1977) study of federally-supported change programs). Dther correlates
of institutionalization included the presence of strong structural-change emphasis (as
contrasted with training'of individuals), focus on educational issues, use of training.
materials and manuals, and minimal reliance on outside change. agents. Generally
speaking, it appeared in these.districts that firm institutionalization of OD programs
could be 'expected-to take 4 to 5 years.

Summary --

We can sum up our knowledge about the use of OD programs in school districts,
based on the studies just reviewed: Effective -entry is critical, and depends on strong
specific support from top management. Either a certain level of organizational
readiness must exist, or the OD prograni must be designed /presented in a way which
convinces school people that it is .task 'relevant, practical in the short run, and not
unduly costly in' time or money. On the other hand, Rurikel and Schmuck (1974,
197(6 provide strong ind convincing evidence that a minimum time expenditure'
(upwards of 4-person days per staff) is important to warn people about. There must
be some willingness to invest a certain amount of time and energy. Moreover, OD

s st some money,, and programs that are totally dependent on outside money
will lik ly not receive the commitment from the beginning. Some financial investment

'2 There are not many, documented examples of institutionalized Ob in schools, but some of

Runkel and Schmuck's (1976) cases, and Adams. County (Fullan, Miles, & Tayloi, 1978c)

approximate this.
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of the district.and the schools (and here we are not talking about large sums) would
seem to be an accurate indicator of potential success.of the program. Decisionmaking
about whether to become involved in an OD program is somewhat complicated. It
appears that different routes are possible depending on the conditions. Ideally. early
participation by all administrators and staff is best. There is some evidence, however.
that administrators and teachers could be involved in some prestart OD activities as
a precondition to decisions to participate at a. later time during the early transition
phase. Also, political skill and orientation to working with the power relations in the
setting is explicitly advocated by some authors (see also Beer. 1976).

During the transition or initial use, active involvement, support, and understanding
of the program by top management, and by principals are essential.,When this was
present (Runkel & Schmuck, several aspects of Keys:* Scheinfeld, 1979: Bassin &
Gross, Note I) the programs seem to have gotten off to a.good start: When it-was
absent (Milstein. 1978: Mohrman et al, 1977: Coad et al. Note 2) the program
experieded problems or went nowhere. Sustained training and work over a period
of 2 years alsb seems necessary.for implementing OD programs during the transition
phase. The establishment and use of internal OD consultants (preferably with liaisot
or involvement responsibilities at the school level ay.ell as at the level of coordinating
the district effort) combined with proactive u2of external consultants is also
important. Programs thit do not build this internal capacity. and/or that build up a
dependency on one or more external consultants are probably heading for trouble.
(Harvey. 1975. p. 4 and Weisbord. 1977. p. 6 also stress the'point that the. external
OD, consultant should not be viewed as or operate as a change agent. His or her job
is to enhance the ca abilities of internal managers and other personnel to make
effective change dects s within their own .organization: a claim which makes a
great deal of sense.)

Prospects for longer term institutionalization (e.g.. after the first 2 years of activity)
can be traced to the previous'two phases. If active involvement of adMinistrators. use
of-district funds (as opposed to total reliance on external funds). interaction of OD
with educational issues of concern to teachers and administrators, and development
.of internal consultant capabilities at the coordination and school levels have not been
the foci of the entry and transition phases. it is unlikely that the program will survive
beyond the first 2 yearsor so. If it does survive. institutionalization will be achieved
when OD becomes a standard part of the district budget. run largely by internal staff
Who continue to train others. and when it permeates the system as an indistinguishable
part of organizational life.

Conclusion

By way of conclusion. it is important toreturn to the questions of readiness
conditions and OD's appropriateness for public service agencies such as schools. We
have found enough variety of applications and examples of success to indicate that
OD in principle.can be useful to school districts. but several qualifying or contin-
gency-based observations should be made. Classical OD (organizational proCess and
problem oriented approaches as in Schmuck & Runkel, Cooke & Coughlan. etc.)
seem to depend on fairly stable environmental conditiom, and a certain level of
favorable attitude and initial propensity 'for collective problem solving. Thus.. thiS: .

'form of OD probably does not represent the most appropriate strategy for change in
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turbulent urban school districts. Second, alternative OD designs which place equal
(or initially, primary) emphasis on concrete educational issues may be appropriate if
endorsed by top administrators, and if introduced in a way which both demonstrates
its payoff. and provides for short-term renewaye participationeecisions.

B. Overviews and Comparative Reviews of OD

Although there are no comprehensive empirical research reviews of OD in schools.
(hence our own review). there have been a number of recent good overviews and
comparative reviews of OD in general. Our intent is toreview in this seetion the
issues concerning the operating characteristics of OD, and to suspend until section
Ill the question of the assessment or impact of OD. The main overview studies
relevant to this review are Alderfer (1977), Bowels (1973, 1977), Bowers, Franklin.
and Pecorella (1975), Dunn and Swierczek (1977), Franklin (1976), Friedlander and
Brown (1974), Margulies. Wright. and Scholl (1977), Morrison (1978), Neilsen and
Kimberly (1976). Pasmore and King (19'18), Pate, Nielsen, and Bacon (1977), Porras
(1979). porras and Berg (1978), Porras and Patterson (1979).

Friedlander and Brown (1974) in one of the earliest reviews, classify OD broadly
as being directed at either the human, processual aspects, or the techno-structural
aspects of the organization. By and large our review leaves out the OD research on
socioteehnical systems per se (job design, johenlargement, job enrichment), because
these techniques have not been used in schoOls as such (although we have included

°cases where structural and job changes are involved, such as SchmUck et al., 1975).
Friedlander and Brown list ,three different types of human processual approaches to
OD: survey feedback, group development (team building), and intergroup develop -
ment. They cite evidence that survey feedback by itself (without follow-up and
internal support)" does not seem to lead to change and that collaborative involvement
of participants and cdnsultants with a focus on specific action steps are necessary.
Team building examples of OD provided little data on the' conditions Of effective
use, and even less on the impact of team building group on the team's relationship
to the rest of the organization. Similarly, there were only limited data on the
operating charcteristics and impact of intergroup intervention.

Friedlander and Brown (1974j do summarize some of the first examples of
comparative research in OD. For example, Bowers' (1973) comparisonof the effects,
of four types of OD (survey feedback, interpersonal process consultation, task process
consultation. and 1 oratory training) and two control types (data handback and no
treatment) in 23 organizations is cited. Impact on various organizational aspects was
assessed over time (criteria included impact on such aspects as communication,
decisionmaking, leadership support. goal emphasis, peer relationship. and satisfac-
tion). The results indicated that survey feedback was associated with the greatest
number of changes, interpersbnal process consultation was also high on impact, task
consultation was eutral.and laboratory training, no treatment; and data handback
were associated with a decline on most measures. These findings warrant three"
comments. First.. most of the results are compatible with our earlier observation's: for
example, laboratory training by itself can leadto negative impact. Second. although
survey feedback can lead to positive impact. we know that this depends on a number

"This corresponds to what Bowers' (1973) labels "data117-iindback."
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olother operating characteristics such as careful probtem-solving efforts and supports,
defined by Bowers as part of survey feedback. The fact that Bowers' results were
positive is possibly associated with the fact that all of the cases of survey feedback .

were carried out by BcAvers and his colleagues (i.e.. relatively homogeneous and
presumably effective operating characteristics were in practice):: Third. the finding
on neutral impact of the task approach is contradictory to other _data we have
presented (e.g.. Bassin Gross. Note I. who advocate the need for d task focus in
schools). We are more inclined to agree with these other data because'they arerpore
recent (1978 is different than 1966. when Bowers commenced his project. CUrrently
there is a more urgent concern for task and short-term payoff. at least'in schools.):
they are based on studies in schools (business organizations and schools may differ).
and they are more specific. (We knOw the operating characteristics of Bassin and
Gross's model. but not of Bowers' task approach. Furthermore, the fact that Bowers
is an advocate of survey .feedback .compounds the question.of whether the task
approach was as homogeneous. or was carried out as ti:oroughly as the survey -
feedback approach)." In a later review Bowers (1977. p. 59-60) describes threecases
of success. and summarizes their common themes: the cen,panies made resources
available. the program was integrated with existing roles at Aructure, the effort was
carefully introduced, evaluation was emphasized. consultant style emphasized knowl-
edge transmission and feedback of data on performance. some degree of survey

) feedback was used: substantialimprovements took 2 to 3 years to appear. All of
these findings are.cluite.consistent with our earlier review of school district empirical
studies.

Pasmore and King (1978) carried out their own longitudinal comparative study of
different OD approaches in working with a national food processing company. They
designed the intervention in a way that would enable them to make three compari-
sons: (I) the impact of survey feedback alone. (2) the impact of survey -feedback
combined with sociotechnical change, and (3) the impact of survey feedback com-
bine(' with job design. The restIts of the study are &summarized in section III. but we
note here that it is one of the few documented studies of longer term OD: it took
place over a period of 21/2 years.

In classifying the themes and techniques of OD. Alderfer (1977) refers to five
different approaches:15 team building. survey feedback, structural approaches. envi-
ronmental interfaces (working across organizational boundaries), and cognitive
development (focus on the cognitive orientation of the individuals within the

" Margulies et al. (1977 p. 438) make a similar critique of\khe Bowers study: ( I ) lack of
.comparabilitybetween groups. (2) inadequate diagnostic process rior to the various interven-
tions. (3) unclarity as_to whetherit was expected that lab trainiq uld improve the situation
in the total organization. and (4) unclarity as to the "total" situation. n each of the comparison
groups.

0
We should note that Alderfer's list. like many others describirv. OD strategies: mixes up

the organizational foci of attention (e.g.. teams and environmental interface) and the intervention
mode (e.g.. survey feedback, and structural approaches). Schzat:ck .lad Miles (1971). have
separated these. and added a third dimension (diagnosed probler ch as decisionmaking. rote
definition). The three dimensions can be displayed in an "..)D et:De" a ithin whichany particular.
.OD strategy can be placed.
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organization):" He claims that OD is no longer concerned just withsmall group and
interpersonal processes, but with a wide range of organizational and environmental
issues,(Alderfer. 1977. p 210). Forecasting some of the concerns we raise in section
III, Alderfer states that few of the techniques have been evaluated.

Franklin (1976) in a further-t:Omination of the data from 136Wers' sample, (with
two organizations added) repreiFts one of the first examples of more specific
analytical comparisons of OD in operation. He compares OD in I 1 organizations
that had successful OD programs with OD in 14 organizations that had unsuccessful
programs. Success and unsuccess were basal on changes in 16 survey indices (climate,
practices,. leadership behavior, satisfaction, etc.)'. Franklin was able to investigate
eight different categories of operating characteristics, most of which are familiar and
relevant to our review: (I) characteristics of the environment, (2) characteriStics of
the organization, (3) initial contact with outside consultant, (4) formal entry
Mures. (5) data zathering.activities, (6) characteristics of internal change agents. (7)
characteristics of external change agents, and (8) exit procedures. Most of the results
corroborate .our earlier review of empirical studies in schools. The most applicable
results, seen in successful cases were: the organization had an innovative reputation;
there was prior' contact with external consultants: specific rather lhan general
problems were expfessed; there was a commitment to survey feedback; top managers ,

extended greater support to theeffort:introd!).1:In of the program as part of a total
development effort rather than as an add-i was commitment to no more than
4 years of development work on the parti. r r ,.c.)ect; internal change agents were
carefully selected (but, interestingly the quaitzi,y of previous change agent training

' was inversely related to success, with the most successful ones being trained for the. .

first time for the development effort at hand, in skills of diagnosing and prescribing
specific, interventions). In addition, change agents in the unsuccessful organizations
were more likely to be members of personnel departments. No differences were
found regarding the characteristics of external change agents. Another puzzling
finding was that pace, attitude of upper level managers toward project termination,
and reasons for termination (on the basis of perceived project failure} did not vary
between the successful and unsuccessful cases.

In summarizing. Franklin states that three general areas seem to differentiate
success from kick of success: growth or change in the environthent, specific interests
and commitment by top management, and careful selection of internal change agents
who possess assessment-prescriptive skills (see Franklin, 1976, p. 480-490 for addi-
tional discussion). These three sets of findings are largely compatible or not incon-
sistent with our previous results.'' The findings on termination remain a puzzle, but
the particular variables we idehtified earlier were not directly measured (internal.
capability versus dependence, source of financing). The finding on the skills of

I" Ti
°dale

17 Mo

The case stuaies by F
was important for success.
zations, where environmen

y's work J.1974, 1978a,b), Tichy and Hornstein (1976), and Tichi and Nisberg (1976)
ognitive orientation of consultants fits this approach. / . .._

oft irical studies of OD in sabots provided no data on environmental changes.
Miles, and Tayloi, (1978a,b,crsuggested that environmental stability

he organizations in the Franklin sample were all business organi-
al change typically means market shifts. Schools, as we have noted,

have a guaranteed market, and environmental changes tend to make for stress and disruption,
rather than driving organizational change efforts'
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internal change agents as indicated by Franklin is.consistent with Bowers, Franklin,
and Pecorella's (1.975) analysis that intervention should vary depending on whether
the main problem concerns information, skill or structural factors.

Ma Ygulies, Wright, and Scholl (1977) continue the expansion of more sophisticated
analytical comparisons of OD efforts. They reviewed the literature between 1964 and
1976 and classified 30 cases of six types of OD intervention: organizational sensitivity
training (e.g., laboratory training), team building, survey feedback, job redesign,
sociotechnical, and structural (the latter refers to changes in the management system),
which reported systematically collected data on OD research results. At the outset,
they remark that despite the hundreds of reports on OD in the literature, only 30
conformed to their criteria.(e.g., based on direct research, employed a before/after
and control design, etc.)'" We -leave aside a close look at the impact of the six
interventions until section III in order to consider first the findings on operating
characteristics. First, they do not draw any firm clnclusionsaboin laboratory, training
because variations in operation were not known, akd the effects of other simultaneous
changes were not known. Their assessment of the most successful characteristics of
team building programs sounds familiar:

( I ) the need for a thorough diagnostic process to determine'the appropriateness of
using the team building technique, (2) the need for voluntary and/or participative
involvement in the decision to use team building...and (3) the need to establish in-
house capability to sustain and support team-building efforts as the need arises. (p.
437)

Regarding survey feedback, Margulies et al. conclude that the six studies they
reviewed "cannot answer the question of what conditions survey feedback works best
under or who benefits most from the intervention the management or operatives,"
but that "survey feedback is a valuable slatting point in the diagnostic prOcess" (p.
439).

As to the other three types of OD, there are no new clear findings applicable to
our review.

Pate. Nielsen, and Bacon (.1977) conducted a Similar comparative review of 38 OD
research studies (18 of the 30 Margulies et al. studies are included in the Pate et al.
review). However, they used different comparison variables. Instead of comparing
types of OD, they used more analytical categories relating to types of variables that
characterized the studies. Eight dimensions were compared: length of study time (less
than a year, or longer); extent of organizational involvement; nature of intervention
(this is the variable used by Margulies et al; though.the categories are not totally
identical they do show considerable overlap); nature of independent variables; nature
of dependent variables; referent measures; statistical analysis; and research design.
This study adds no new information other than to reinforce the conclusions that OD
involVes a variety of interventions, and a variety;of independent and dependent
variables that are not clearly correlated empirically; that the appropriateness and
conditions under which different interventions should be used is not known; and

" Only one of the 30 cases involves schools (Schmuck & Runkel's work) reflecting the late
development of OD in schools. As we have seen, several more cases in school districts have
been carried out and written up since 1976.
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that there is limited evaluative information on intervention impact, with most of the

existing data based on questionnaire reports.
In an award-winning paper (1976 Douglas McGregor Award): Dunn and Swier-

czek (1977) carried out _one' of the more complete reviews of case smiles of
organizational change efforts. They reiterate the charge that despite a large amount

of research literature on organizational change, there is, little knowledge about the
relationship between theory and practice. They used a grounded theory approach to
do a content analysis of 67 case studies drawn from the literature since 1945 on OD,
sociotechnical design, participative management, and institution-building. The sam-
ple was selected by stratifying cases on three dimensions: (I) type of_organization
(economWservice/commercial), (2) societal type (modern/modernizing), and (3)

outcome (successful/unsuccessful). They ended up with 67 cases that met the criteria
and contained adequate empirical data on the independent and dependent variables

on which they proposed to 'test,some leading hypotheses in the change literature. The
12 independent variables included such familiar items as type of organization,
environment, change agent orientation, and mode of intervention, The twodependent
variables were effectiveness (reported impact no matter who reported it,' e.g., case

writer, clients) and degree of adoption, (i.e., degree of institutionalization). They

tested I I well known hypotheses using cross-tabulations.
The upshot of their research was that only three of the 11 hypotheses received

support, while several other prominent ones did not. In brief: results supported the
hypotheses that (I) change efforts that are collaborative (between change agent and

client) are much more successful than those that are unilateral (change agent
determines goals), delegative (delegated sub-group or organization determines goals)
or subordinate (ciient determines goals); (2) participative change agent orientation
(involvement of the client in planning, diagnosing, etc) is moderately associated with

effectiveness compared to nonparticipative orientations (expert or technical based),
and (3) participative change efforts (0D and participative management) are more

effective than nonparticipative ones (sociotechnical or socioorganizational design
.though in principle, these latter methods do not preclude pafticipation).

Some of the main hypotheses that received little or no support were surprising.

For example, change efforts by internal change agents are not more successful than
thOse by externals.' Nor was stability of environment, type of organization (economic

versus service), or mixed versus single change focus2° strongly associated with
outcomes. The only one of these that is. really out-of line with our previous findings
is mixed versus focussed.', We would expect that effoits that simultaneously ad-

Note that this referred to either one change agent or the othercollaboration between

insider consultants and outsiders was not measured, but may be partially inferred from the

three other hypotheses that were supported.
"Single" change focus meant human, technological, structural, or task emphasis, while

"mixed" included two or more of these.
' I The change agent hypothesis is not well tested because it fails to measure combined insider/

outsider forms,-,and thus does not even consider proactive use of outsiders by insiders; type of
organization (eConomic versus service) is not necessarily a good indicator if "perceived" success

is the criterion, and in any case success probably depends more on the various operating
characteristics (way in which the program has been introduced and implemented) rather than
the type of organization. Finally, a close look at the stability cf environment finding shows that
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dressed the relationship between different aspects of the organization would be more
effective. The evidence was in the direction expected (mixed foci accounted for more
succeSSes) but was weak.

Dunn and Swierczek's (1977) research, as the authors themselves state, should be
viewed with considerable cautionvariables are crudely measured, and the number
of cases is smal'..The study does show promising lines of research, provides support
for some of c . previous findings, is not strongly incompatible with them, but
all probably says more about the weaknesses of existing organizational (including
OD) theory and research than anything else.

Morrison's (1978) review of 26 OD studies, which included evaluation components,
revealed two main problems relevant to our interest in operating characteristics.
First, Morrison questions (as we discussed in section 1) whether many activities

-labelled OD. are really OD at all. Morrison (p. 64) found that only three of the
twenty-six studies met the criteria in French and,Bell's (1973) defirlition of OD. In
many cases labeled OD, the change agent demonstrated.a greater reliance on the ad
hoc use of OD techniques than on the integrated technology of OD (which she defines
as the process of continuous action planning, data collection, feedback, action,
evaluation, etc.). Morrison concludes that "the change agent appeared to lack the
theory to support his/her efforts" (p. 64). The setond familiar problem identified
was that few cases were long-range effortsonly three spanned more than 3 years.

In the most recent review, Porras (1979) and Porras and Berg (1978) continue the
assault on the inadequacies of OD research by analyzing 35 empirical OD studies in
the period 1959 to mid-1975 including many of the ones contained in the three
previous reviews. Several important findings on the Operating characteristics of OD
are noted. First, 60 percent of the OD interventions were less than one year in
duration (Porras & Berg, 1978, p. 165) while only 20 percent took place foi more
than 2 yearsa revealing finding in light of the consensus that OD in organization
takes more than 2 years to establish. A related finding was that the amount of time
(number of days) in "official" OD activities by individual participants was similarly
very small (p. 165): 66 percent reported involvement up to 10 days, 9 percent involved
11 to 20 days, 17 percent were "continuous", and 9 percent reported no data. Second,
the OD research confirmed the commonly held belief that a disproportionate amount
of OD work and data gathering occurs at the management or administrative levels
of the oiganization: 91 percent of the studies report using managers as their data
source (49-percent managerial level solely and 42 percent managers along with
others; only 9 percent focussed solely on nonmanagerial professionals (p. 160).22
Third, the OD studies showed a heavy emphasis on working With the individual as
the unit of analysis (58 percent) compared to small groups (22 percent) or larger
organizational units (19 percent)a tinding that calls into question whether the
programs actually meet the criteria of OD reviewed in section I.23 Fourth, an analysis

effective cases are morce likely to occur in long-term stable and iri short-term unstable situations,
more so than under long-term unstable, and shorkerm stable conditions a finding that makes
sense.

n These eice'ptions came from service organizations (hospitals and schools). Our caller
review indicates that teachers are often the focus of OD in school districts.

2:1 See alio our comparison of types of OD approaches and their different impacts in or
sanol district sample, Miles, Fullan, and Taylor (1978a).
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of the typeS of intervention used and changes overtime is very instructive (p. 162)..
Regarding the former, 52 percent of the programs were based on laboratory training
(two types were usedtask and process lab training), 6 percent on counseling, and
5 percent on cognitive training, for a total of 63 percent primarily focused on the
individual as the unit,of changeAess than one third resembled c ganizationallltbased
OD (15 percent survey feedback, 7 percent structural change, 1 percent intergroup
relations. and 8 percent process. consultationthe latter being ambiguous as to its
focus).

Concerning changes over time, Porras and Berg (1978) compared the pre-1970
studies (N = 15) with the post-1970 ones (N = 20). Among the findings three stand
out: First, most cases used more than one intervention techniquetwo-thirds re-
ported using two or more techniques, and the average number of techniques used
has increased from 1.9 prior to. 1970 to 2.8 post 1970 (p. 164).

Second, there has been a substantial increase in the use of survey feedback (from
20 percent pre-1970 to 45 percent of the. post-I970 cases). Also, task-focused lab
training versus process-focused lab training has clearly increased:

Prior to 1970, 33% of the studies used process training and 27% used task training.
Since then process training has dropped to 15% while task training has risen to 50%.
(Porras & Berg, 1978, p. 163)

The authors attribute th hange to the lack of impact of piocess training and the
relative efficacy of task. fot Nzi training.

Third, there has been a shift in working with larger units (sinall, groups and
organization (sub)systems) rather than individuals. Before 1970, 73 percent of the
studies focused 'on the individual,.while after 1970 48 percent did so. Work with
small 'groups' and organizational units increased: approximately equal proportions of
the remaining 4 percent focused (after 1970) on small groups (28 percent) and
organizational units (24 percent). Thus, the data suggest an encouraging movement
in the direction of more authentic OD, but it is fait trsay that- only a minority of OD
projects meet the various criteria we,;have reviewed in sections I and H.

In a.later reanalysis of the same data, Porras (1979) attempted to test I I hypotheses
derived from titil5D-literature as ihey relate to the impact of OD. His measure of
impact is so weak (the number of statistically significant positive changes as a
percentage of the number of changes attempted) given the wide range and small
number of cases in most categories, that we place little credence in the findings.24

To conclude, the review of comparative reviews confirms that the state of theory
and research in OD needs considerably more work. In particular, none of the reviews
allowed us to test, in a rigorous specific way, the relationship's between the various
factcirs discussed in section I and those identified in section II. There are some quite'
promising beginning findings, which have appeared in rapid succession in the past
two or three years. These results tend to suggest that OD is most effective when it
includes ( I) support and specific involvement of top and lower level administrators,

The reader may want to examine the study directly. Most of the hypotheses were not
confirmed. and in fact most were not directly focused on variables we have been discussing.
Those that were tended to gain partial support.
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(2) use of internal change agents using external resources in a proactive way, (3)
survey feedback, and/or other organizationally focused efforts rather than lab
training or isolated small group work, (4) focus on specific problems rather than
general ones, and (5) participative and collaborative modes of intervention. We also
note that efforts formally labelled "OD" may not meet the criteria of "authentic
OD" laid out in our definitional discussion in section I, and that a minority of OD
efforts takes place for more than 2 years (a time considered by many to be the
minimum necessary for implementation as a stepping stone to institutionalization).25
There does, however, seem to be- a slight trend toward tore sophisticated and
authentic use of OD (that is, a closer' congruence between the components of OD
defined in section I and their presence as operating characteristics). Finally, the
contribution of the findings in the reviews (based mainly in industrial organizations)
to our knowledge of OD in schools is generally supportive or reinforcing, but largely
not specifically helpful. Few of the cases involved schools, and the detailed variables
and their operation' in the school-based studies, which we reviewed earlier, were not
tested at a "specific level, because the variables were more crudely Measured, than
would be necessary for such a test.

III. Outcomes

Most people consider questions about the real impact of OD bn organizations and
its members to be the most fundamental to its long-term worth for social systems.
Depending on one's values and interests, these questions range from effects on
human processes in organizations to member attitudes and satisfaction, to organiza-
tional performance and productivity. We have touched on some of these issues in
section 11, but it is important to examine the effects of OD more fully and explicitly.
As in the previous sections, we first analyze the empirical studies in school systems
and then move to the larger comparative reviews to draw concltisions about the state
of our knowledge of the results of OD.

A. Empirical Studies in School Districts

Runkel and Schmuck (1976) cite -a wide range of effects on OD from the various.
projects (some 20 studies in all) in which they have been involved:

Our research and the analyses of others, indicate that OD methods (properly chosen,
sequenced, and applied) can increase a school's spontaneous production of innovative
social structures to meet internal and external challenges, improve the relationship
between teachers and students, improve the responsiveness and creativity of staff,
heighten the influence of the principal withbut reducing the influence of the staff
(and vice-versa), expand the participation of teachers and students in the management

25 This is a finding ba.4ed on published research. It may be that many OD practitioners are
involved in more sustained OD efforts, but are not oriented or do not take the time to writeup
their results, while academically oriented external Consultants ate more likely to. become
engaged in shorter interventions and more likely to publish. Aiderfer, 1977, comments on this
gap between OD practice and OD research, and our own empirical study of OD in school
districts (Miles, Fullan, & Taylor, 1978a) uncovered many instances of "hidden" sustained OD
programs, which had never been reported in professional journals.
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of the school, and alter Altitudes and other morale factors toward more harmonious
and supportive expectations. (p. 23) .

, a

Among other examples, they refer to one of their main projects, which involved
OD training for six elementary schools changing from a traditional structure of'self-
contained classrooms to differentiated staffing with a multiunit structure (see
Schmuck et al., 1975). The'results showed that three of the six schools were nighty
successful in developing and maintaining the organizational relatiodships and4nem-
ber satisfaction in the new multiunit structure.

Other findings summarized by Runkel and Schmuck include both supportive and
unsupportive evidence (some successes and some failures or no-change situations)
concerning more effective collaboration among teachers, increased participation in .

curriculum planning, and in some cases "spill-over" effects on the relations between
teachers and students. The latter is of special interest to us: The student effect's
evidence is svewhat.skimpy: such effects were not measured in very Thy cases;
and their measurement sometimes depended on perceptions of teachers. As with
adult effects, examples of success and lack af,success are both reported..

All in all. Runkel and Schmuck claim that the rate of success (which might be
something around 50 percent in their opinion) is noteworthy "considering the large-.
number of failures currently being repo,rted in the literature" (p. 25). The Runkel
Schmuck studies are well conducted, and their sheer number provides confidence ip

the 50 percent figure. .
I

An external assessment was conducted of Bassin and Gross's (Note 1) High School .
Renewal Project. Data were collected in a sample of 12 of the,24 schoolS active in the
program in 1976. The evaluator measured both process-orietteci and product-type, .,
outcomes of the program. Bassin. nd Gross (p. 41) themselves indicate the major t;,
limitations in the evaluation: lack of quantitative summaries across schools, no pre-

- post evaluations or other quantitative data on student achievement, and data collec,
tion only from the minority of persons in eachischool who were directly involved-in
the project.

Bassin and Gross present the findings from the external evaluator in qualitative
terms. First, the evaluator found that there was a diversity of definitions about what
the Renewal. Program was; although there was some agreement about some of the
main goals (involving students, bringing in outside resources, involving teachers in
planning, making communications more open). We take the diversity to mean that
a clear, underlying conception of the essential values and- characteristics of the
program (see section I) had not been communicated to participants. 243 Thus people

.'might well identify with onepanicular goal or another depending on the 'circum-,
stances. If our earlier conclusion is correct (that tliere must be a clear relationship
between the underlying values and conception orOD and its specific goals and
operating characteristics in order to bring about a balanced and consistent 'OD
effort), then the Renewal program is still at the initial stages. This consistency in

. -

The Bassin-Gross model-has a very explicit 7-step conception of OD strategy, but it does
not provide integrating concepts on the functioning of schools as organizations.,The fact that

the model encourages participants to work on specific programmatic projects rather than
;general organizational level issas may also account for the goal diversity noted.
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bringing about changes of organizational members' conceptions of their work and .

working relationships is one of the most difficult problems facing OD, and is one of
the probable keys to long-term, success when OD is used. (see Sarason, 1972 for a
particularly illuminating account of the role -and importance of conceptions in
bringing about organizational change). In assessing the degree of use of the 7-step
renewal model. the evaluator found that three of the 12 schools had institutionalized
the process -7 not- a bad rate of success, given the brief use in some of the schools; and
the extreme odds against establishing such a process in urban high schools in New
York.

The project findings were also reported in qualitative terms: improved communi-
cation in "many of the schools," dramatic improvement in school security, develop-
ment of more effective orientation strategies for incoming students, attention to
curriculum changes in reading, mathematics, English, and so fOrth (Bassin & Gross,
p. 81).

When commenting on the significance of the changes the authors say:

Over the thirty schools; the significance of change varies from very substantial to
nothing at all. However, both very great and nothing are extremes. In most schools
there are changes that do affect hundreds of students. For the most part, the schools
remain basically the same, with improvements interspersed throtighout. (p. 87)

In short, on the one hand we gel a sense of productive development and expansion
of the renewal program under the most adverse conditiims: severe financial and
social constraints. On the other hand, there are no quantitative data reported, even
for those individuals in the 12 schools who were directly involved in the program.
We-have a case of seeming success of ODeven striking success under the circum-
stances evident in New York City high schoolsbut firm data are missing. The study
does conclude that clearcut success depends on "the right match of,,aciables": strong
support from the principals:a strong,coordinator,' an energetic core group,,and no
strong divisiVeness between teachers and administration (Bassin & Cinosg, p. 88).

The OD program in Buffalo had completed almost 1 year of paation when
Milstein and colleagues made their first report (Milstein, Note 6). This program was
also evaluated externally, although the evaluator (Conway, Note 8) had worked with
Milstein before on the same project and is in-the same department. -orn The main
evaluation we learn that team members of SIRT did improve in so. .e skill areas
(e.g., paraphrasing, asking for ideas and information, etc.') and not it others, (e.g.,
risk taking/confronting, etc).

The evaluator 'alscrmade.a subjective estimate on nine dimension, .he organi-
zational health Of the group at three points in tier- (dimensions inch a .,oal.focus,
,communication, power equalization, prohletn solving. etc). The vas, .kjority of these
dimensions at all three phases were estimated to oe.",woll .7onwa9. Note
8: Appendix 1).

But the conclusions we draw from reading the reports are much more tentative
than those reached by Conway and Milstein. We do not have any direct evidence
that the new skills were evident in their relationship to external groups. Further, it is
also Coo early to tell whether there will be much of an impact on the schools in the
district. Sorite schools will be folloving through with the program: time and later

;evaluative data will be-needed. In the meantime, the best we can say is that most

k.
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SIRT group members have probably increased some of their own individual and
group skills, but we do not knoW if they have been effective in transferring these
skills in their work with school groups.'

Cohen and Gadon (1978) report that after two years of OD work, new management
changes were "firmly entrenched" (p. 68). Evidence for this statement seems to come
from the observation that new committees were operating regularly acid dealing with .
key issues not previodsly dealt with. Quantitative data are presented on the (admin-
istrator-) perceived accomplishment of 12 system goals at two points in time:
September of the second year of the contract with Aprilof the second year. These
results show gains (of one-half a point or more on a 7-point scale) for three of the 12
goals, (Cohen & Gadon, Table 2, p. 67). So the accomplishments are not large, based
on the data presented.

Scheinfeld (1979) describes positive outcomes from the three pronged approach
used (community, organization, and one-to-one teacher assistance). In *School 1

where the start-up steps were less than facilitative, the staff as a whole never became
fully involved, so the strategy shifted to workiiig with 12 (of 30) teachers who showed
some interest. Scheinfeld describes a number of class-related changes brought about
by these teachers. In School 2, where amore enlightened approach was used (refer
tosection II) all. 21 teachers became involved, many of whom made major changes
in their classrooms. However, the data presented are not systematic or, detailed. .

There are also no direct data on organizational climate' as an outcome (as distinct
from an existing precondition).

The three studies of parochial schools reported by'Keys are much more thoroughly
documented, and one study shows the relationship of (513 to classroom climate. Keys
and Bartunek (1979) used a modified experimental design to show. that (a) there
were no significant differences on goal agreement between experimental and control
school staff prior to OD training, while gain scores on actual goal agreement for the .

experimental schools were significantly greater after the training; (b) there were also
significant differences in partiCipation and .conflict utilization skills of teachers in
experimental compared to control schools; and (c) new teachers who joined OD
schools after the. training also showed greater increases in skills (these newcomers
apparently benefited from the normative climate and contirined training, which the
internal staff team (Principal and seven teachers) provided).

Keys (1979) in a follow-up evaluation involving many of the same schools (and
some additional ones) describes other outcomes in comparing nine experimental
schools with 11 comparison schools: greater skills in planning, decisionmaking and
protk:em solving, norms of greater openness, increased student perception of a
positivo classroom chi ate, in a 1-year follOw-up, after the externally, funded project
ended, Keys fOund continueti support for the earlier findings, and evidence that

27 The causes 01. effective and ineffective impact, of course, would not only depend on the
quality of training, bin on the host of operating factors that pertain to how the program
was inti...duced and laanched (see :.eciion II). In another study, Beurgenthal and Milstein (Note
9) claim that OD relevant tr,i.,:itg can be a factor leading to changes in the attitudes and skills
ofindividuals have rectived the training. How this training is used depends on all kinds of
other factors that art not included in their study. We agree with Derr (1976) that the distinction
between OT (organizational training) and OD is important. Many forms of training which are
labeled OD are simply not OD as formulated in section I.
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experimental 'schools reported the use of more educational innovations than did
control schools, lending support to the hypothesis that improved organizational
climate leads to greater innovativeness, a finding to which we shall return. In a
further, more anecdotal follow-up 2 or more years later, Keys found that three of the
nine schools had withdrawn from the project (which was now internally driven).
Two of the three had.had ambivalent faculty from the beginning, and a third left due
to difficulties with the local pastor. Five of the remaining six schools reported that
they continued to use 'organization development methods for school improvement,
and introduction of new ctiiricula. This eventual success rate in five of the nine initial
schools approximates Schmuck and Runkel's findings that, a 50 percent success rate
may be achieved even when there 'is a high degree of selectivity io begin with, and
even when the OD program is reasonably well introduced and administered.

The other study presented by Keys and Kreisman (1978) is of particular interest,
because the impaCt of organizational level OD on classroom climate as perceived 'by
students is independently assessed, comparing three experimental and three matched
control schools. They found that students in experimental schools tended to perceive
their learning environment as less competitive, more coop&ative and more indivi-
dualistic. They also found interaction effects by grade level (six through eight) noting
that all three findings held for grade six, two, for grade seven (individualism showed
no difference), with negligible differences fol.. eighth graders on any' of the three
factors. Overall, the findings show some support for the claim that OD generated
changes at the teacher-teacher level can have an impact on students, but they also
raise doubts that such indirect..diffusion can be depended on as grade levels increase
beyond grade sevena noteworthy implication that suggests that traditional forms
of OD may not be the most appropriate at the high school level`"

Cooke.and Coughlan (1979) also used a modified experimental design in compar-
ing four types of schools: seven schoolS that received full treatment in the problem.
solving model, three schools that received survey.feedback only, seven control schools
that were pre- and posttested, and seven control.schocils that were posttested only.
Collective structures were implemented in five of the seven schools, and experimental
schools showed more effective performance. (perceived 'adequacy of the use of
collective processes), and more positive changei)it teachers' work attitudes (pi 87).

-We have already reported the relevant data (section filom the other school-
. based study, which used the SF-PS-CD model (Mohrman et pl., 1977). If we take the
seven (of nine) schools that proceeded to the second year of the program, we .find
that the 7-stage process model was in use in three of the seven schoois, and feedback
sessions were conducted in four of the seven scheoiS. What-these data tell us is that
the program was implemented three- orlour schools. They do not indicate the'
effects of this impleinentation on member:satisfaction, or on any kind of organiza-
tional performance criteria'(save for a feW:ecrtmentS regarding one of the elementary
schools and one of the subgroups within a high school, p. 176-177). At best we can

1" In fact, most OD programs involved elementary schoOltan, interesting observation in its
own right. When high schools do participate*Along with elementary schools they seem more
likely to drop out of the project (as 'in Keys, 1979; Iviohrman et al., 1977).' Bassin and Gross
represent the only major OD program for high. sChools, and used an alternative OD.strategy.
Much more research and practice needs to be conducted on whether different forms of OD are
effective for elementary and 'secondary schoolse';
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say that some behavioral changes might have occurred.in three or four of the schools
(which might not be a bad record given the history of the start-up of the project).

Coad, Miskel, and van Meter (Note 2) measured thelippact of their OD program
on,satisfaction, group process, climaie, leadership and even on student achievement,'
using.a control group for comparison. Ironically, on almost every measure the control
group scored higher than the trainee group: on many measures both groups declined,
but the trainee group declined at a greater rate. As we have seen in the previous
sections, probable explanations for' the failure to produce desired outcomes stem
from the absence of necessary entaond operating conditions. It is doubtful whether
the Program meets our definition of D (see the earlier discussion Of the Coad et al.
case), and the negative fmdings provide support for Runkel and Bell's (1976) finding
that a little OD is a dangerous thing.

Miles, Fullan, and Taylor (1978a), in their 76-district study, found that the primary
areas of impact lay in the socioemotional domain, followed closely by-task-oriented
organizational. improvement. Changes in output, educational program and structure
were also noted. Student effects, often unspecified and based on "soft" data rather
than "hard" test data, Were mentioned by 70 percent of districts. (Altogether, only
one-third of districts mentioned specifie,"soft effects" and another 9 percent, achieve-
ment gains.) Most districts reported some negative effects, such as resistance, threat,
or increased workload, but these seemed to be nonfatal, more or less routine aspects
of the.work. Finally, it was very clear that the OD prograins were associated with an
increased rate of educational change (achiption of instructional- innovations) in the
district. That is, as Miles (1965) speculated, improved organizational health in schools
seems to generate increased innovativeness.

Miles, Fullan, and Taylor also found that experience with OD *programs was
associated with positive user attitudes about wider use. Only half said they would
have done anything differently. Two-thirds of the districts thought that OD should
"definitely" be used more widely in their country's schools, and the majority had
explained their program to others at workshor$ and conferences, and through
infOrmal contact. About one-third of the districts had visited other districts to explain

- their work, had sent out reports, or had written articles. Thus program users tended
to proselytize.

The study also found that both positive attituJe and program impact were strongest
in programs with a systematically conceived, structurally oriented emphasis, and
,weakest where the approach 'was not coherent,; or was focused only.on the training
of isolated individuals. For example, only 29 percent o1' the 14 cases that had an
individual training focus showed high impact, compared to 66 percent of the 27 cases
that were orientedto system level problem solving (Miles, Fullan, and Taylor, 1978a
p. 4?).

B. Overviews and Comparative Reviews of OD

The consensus of every overview and comparative analysis of the impact ofOD is
unequivocal in decrying the unavailability of high-quality research and knowledge
about the effects of OD programs (see all of the comparative references in section II,
pp. 135-1,59). We will briefly review these sources in order to clarify the'main issues.

In 1974, Friedlander and Brown concluded a. review of the human processual
approaches, by saying that "there is little evidence ... that organizational processes
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actually i:hange, or that performance or effectivenes is increased" (p. 335). In one of
the latest reviews,. Alderfer (1977) indicates that ev nation studies in OD are
becoming increasingly' more rigorous and sophisticated, although OD research still
seems to lag behind OD practice (i.e., there is a great deal of unevaluated, unreported
OD practice.)

Even when OD evaluation studies are carried out, there are major problems.
Morrison (1979) reviewed 26 OD evaluation studies (i.e., ones that purported to
include evaluation) and found that only three Met all 12 criteria for validity suggested
by' Campbell and Stanley (1963).29 Morrison states that "most of the studies ... did
not utilize designs rigorous enough to adequately determine the outcomes of the OD.
process" (p. 42).

Bowers (1973) as indicated previously, found that survey feedback (contrasted
with other forms of OD) had significant impact on 16 indices of organizational.
climate (communication flow, influence, goal emphasis, support, satisfaction, etc.).
Pretest data collected before the intervention were compared with posttest data
gathered 1 year after-the intervention. Statistically 'significant posttest gains were
found for nearly all survey feedback on 16 dimensions.-Methodological limitations
with such a design are discussed later, but the evidence of change is more impressive
than in most studies, especiallyigiven the fact that OD programs in 23 organizations
were involved. We should also remember that any success probably depended on the
sophisticated and consistent implementation of the "operating ofthe
particular survey feedback model developed by Bowers (1973) and his colleaibes.'

In examining the same data (plus 2 cases), but including all four types of OD
treatments (survey feedback, process consultation, task consultation, laboratory
training) Franklin (1976) concluded that 11 of the organizations could be character-
ized as having undergone successful change (based on the 16 dimensions)' and 14
classified as unsuccessful. Taking Bowers and Franklin together, the type of treatment
is not clearly separated or analyzed in comparison with the operating variables
'examined by 'Franklin (i.e., entry, support of top management,. etc.- see section II),
but we can infer that the successes were not quite as frequent as the unsuccesses (44
versus 56 percent),- and that when .they did occur they were more likely to be
associated with survey feedback approaches.

Pasmore and King (1978) compared the impact of different combinations of OD
interventions on employee attitudes and on productivity over a 2V2-year OD research
project. working with two units within a company, they found that both human
process (survey feedback) interventions and technostructural interventions (soci-
otechnical redesign and job redesign) had positive impacts on employee attitudes;
that combined interventions (survey feedback and either of the two technostructural
interventions) had even greater impact on attitudes; but that only the technostructural
interventions improved productivity. On the productivity finding,: there\ are two
problems related to applicability to schools. First, as the authors indicate, the impact

' One of the three most rigorous studies was Cooke and Coughlan's (1979) project. Two
other school related studies are reviewed (one falls in the middle and the other in least rigorous
categories used by Morrison (1978) both are case studies of single schools and are not included
in our review).

3° Also see the discussion by Golembiewski and Munzenrider (1976 p. 139) of possible major
methodological flaws in Bowers' study.

4.
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on productivity may only apply to capital intensive settings (which schools are not).
Second, it isuimpossible in their study to determine whether increases in productivity
came solely from changes in technology (i.e., rega °rdless of the "socio" part of the
change).
__Margulies, Wright, and Scholl (1977) focus directly on the question of the "impact
on change" of hD techniques. Their general review of the literature led to the
conclusion that, "although there is an abundance of literature on OD, there is very
little research on its effects that can withstand,,thf rigorous testing most social
scientists would expect". (p. 428) Theyfouad-enly 30 studies that reported empirical
results. In a general sense, the data-presented by Margulies et al. (see Table 2, p.
433-434) show that 20 of the cases could be characterized as successful, eight as no
change or mixed results, and two as producing negative results (our calculations
based on their table). Only one of the 20 cases involves schools, the meaSures* of
impact are crude, and one always wonders whether failures are reported in the
literature as faithfully as are successer(see MirviS & Berg, 1977). The authors
themselves draw three main conclusions from their analysis. First, there are such
inherent difficulties in measuring change that the validity of findings is questionable
(e.g., change may be,an artifact of the method of measurementa point which we
take up below). Also most of the OD research projects were of such a short time
duration that their true long-term impact could not be traced: "Little effort was spent
in studying the long-term effects of the interventions. It is doubtftil, from the evidence
available, whether any change reported was sustained" (p. 433). Second, where
changes were reported, it was questionable whether they could be attributed to the
OD intervention, since other events not controlled for could have caused the Change;
further, most _of the interventions were multifaceted, so that it was difficult to
determine which variable actually caused the change. Third,' the authors question
whether the sorts of changes that do occur (e.g., in climate or in organizational
processes) actually have an impact on the organization's effectiveness in terms of
goal achievement, whether costs justify the changes, and whether impact lasts over
time (p. 444).

Margulies et al. (1977) make two types of recommendations. First, that organiza-
tions engaged in OD -should support and insist on well-planned research and
evaluation of the impact of programs; second, that OD practitioners and consultants
take greater care to design, conduct, and report research on OD programs. The
authors' characterization of the importance of such research conveys the futility of
much of the current debate on the worth of OD:

Until the positive effects and the negative costs of OD interventions are substantiated
the outcomes will remain at the level of speculation and theory and will be
exaggerated by the proponents of either position. (p. 444)

Pate, Nielsen, and Bacon (1977) also show that "the number of reported attempts
to conduct systematic research on the impact of effectiveness of OD has been
appallingly slim" (p. 449). For example, all 37 case studiesin their sample used some
form of attitude or perception questionnaire and 18 of the 37 did not employ any
other data collection method (other than questionnaires). Attendant problems in-
cluded lack of infRrmation on reliability or validity, and measurement error associ- .
ated with question sire methods. They recommend the use of multi-methods with-
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time-series research designs planned prior to_the_ODin_terventionThe authors do
not provide any data that would enable usto calculate the nature or proportion of
successes versus failures.

Dunn and Swierczek's (1977) sample of 67 successful and unsuccessful change
efforts shows essentially the same problem: effectiveness could not be determined
except "on the basis of the point of view of perceivers who might be sponsors,
external evaluators, or change agents themselves" (p. 141). "Success" was defined as
-both CO scoring in the top two categories of a 4-point "effectiveness scale" based on
judgements of researchers, sponsors; or users, and (2) including adaptation or-.
institutionalization of changes (not just installation or rejection). eased on this ..'
measure,. 87 percent of the (18) OD programs were classified as successful, 100
percent of the Participative Management programs were successful (p. 148), while
the other three types of change programs: Sociotechnical design, Socioorganizational
design, and Institution Building, were lower in success rates, averaging 61 percent
(the average rate for the total sample seems to be 75 percent successful/25 percent
unsuccessful). Thus, there is a definite trend in favor of OD-type programs, but there
are rnajor unanswered questions:- What is the .exact nature of the OD programs in
opera n? (we have seen that operating characteristics can vary widely). How reliable
and vali 's the measure of success (half of which is based on subjective measures
often obtain from the sponsor or consultant of the program)?

Porras and Bel (1978) provide further evidence.of the problematic quality of OD
evaluations, with sqrne indication of improvement over time (post -1970 compared to
pre-1970). All 35 studies in their sample collected da hrough'quesiionnaires (57
percent used only questionnaires) and nonquestionnaire ehavioral data were seldom
collected or quantified whn4hey were referred to (the main source of nonquestion-

,

naire data was company performance records (pp. 158--159]). On the other hand, a
majority of the studies used quasi-experimental designs, and relatively complex
statistical methods of analysis (analysis of variance, correlations, regression); both
features have increased in use since 1970. The authorsapplaud the trend, and suggest
that further development should include the use of multiple measurement approaches
(especially, going beyond questionnaires), longer time frames, and more multivariate
data analysis procedures (pp. I70=-171). The authors analyzed the studies terms of
their research design .and methodological properties. They, did not c lculate or

In

provide data on the nature of impact or.on proportion of successful efforts.
Any faith that one may have in relying solely on questionnaire data should be

eliminated through a careful ,reading of the methodological issues raised by Golem- ..

biewski and others (Golembiewski, Billingsley, & Yeager, 1976; Golembiewski &
Munzenrider, 1975; see also Kimberly & Nielsen,,1975; Nielsen & Kimberly,-1976;
Ross & Deal, Note 10).

Golembiewski and Munzenrider (1975) use Likert's Profile of Organizational
Characteristics (which is typical of many instruments measuring organizational
climate) to show that variations in "social desirability" sets influence how people
respond to questionnaires about their organizations. People high on "social desira-
bility" will .iespond in terms of what is socially acceptable rather than what exists,
thereby confounding the validity of the measure and the meaning of the impact data

`'s from before/after research designs.
Even more problematic is Golembiewski et g'..976) convincing contention that

there are at least three types of changes-in relation to organizational climate, or any-
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data based on perceptions. They refer to the three types of changes as alpha. beta, or
gamma change. Alpha change refers to a true change in the existential state of the
organization comparing twc) points in time. Beta change involves some existential
change. bin is complicated by the fact that the respondent's perception of the
meaning of the points on the scale (and the distance between interval points) has
changed possibly as a result of the OD intervention. For example, initial.(preinter-
v.ention) reports of "the degree of participation. in decisions" as high, may show
downward .trends after the OD intervention, which might have changed the cultural
conception of the meaning of part:,:.ipation. To state it another way,. a downward
change in reported participation may be caused by one of two quite opposite
possibilities (Golembiewski et al., 1976, p. 136-137). The downward change may be
caused by an objectively real decrease (alpha change); in this case the intervention
has faded. On the other hand, the same data showing a downward change may result
from a more accurate respondent perception of the meaning (of the scale) and of the
actual level of participation in the organization_The-respondencedines ti,--know more
about the rriCaiing-and-c-riteria-ofisankination and utilizes a more strict criterion for
interpreting the level of participation (the conceptual meaning of the distance
beteen intervals "stretches").'In this cage,,the intervention may have succeeded, in
that the respondent has a more realistic description for subsequent action (and indeed
the level of actual participation could have increased even though a comparison of
pre- and postscores might have shown a decrease). In any case, the appareidecrehse
in scores is kresult of change in the interpretation of the meaning of the scale rather
than of actual changes in the organization.'" Gamma change, which does not centrally
concern us in this review (not becaus'e it is unimportant, but because there is no way-
of assessing it in the studies reviewed), involves a quantum change in redefining the
itnost important variables to the extent that completely new dimensions (outcomes)
have occurred, which were not included in the pretest because they wer , not
contemplated or known at the early state (and may remain unknown, if the _are not
detected). Thus. gamma changes are "off the scale,"o more precisely would
necessitate entirely different scales.

Ths_distinction between alpha and beta change is extremely important, because
seeming successes may actually be failures, and seeming failures or no-change

. situations may be successes. One potential indicator of the latter may occur when
interviews suggest that change has occurred, but questionnaire 'data show no change,"'
Golembiewski. et di. (1976) give one. example of this possibility (p. 138). Ross and

This problem is not unique to OD studies, of course (though it :nay he more severe because
OD programs explicitly teach their participants about social processes). Scale meaning shifts
doubtless occur in -any planned-change or treatment process. however. Most investigators have
preferred to avoid: the issue and maintain' the illusion, .of standard scales and standard
respondents. The prOblem is especially -acute In survey feedbaCk designs: it is typical for
es:ondents to have thoroughly discussed the meaning of particular outcome measures. and to
know their means and distributions! Researchers should, of course. "hold back' some measures
which could in principle remain uncontaminated by participant discussion and review, but to
our kninvledge have rarely done so...

Of course. the questionnaire data may he more accurate in any given case, but the point is
that we do not know, and knowing is essential to making a valid interpretation of program
impact. -
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Deal (Note 10) discuss it at more length after finding such a discrepancy. They
complicate the issue even further by offering four alternative interpretations, includ-
ing the possibility.of "beta" Change.'

Several recommendations of our review authori (citeej above).address the limita-
tions' of relying solely,on questionnaire data. Porras and'Berg (1978) 'advise:

a strong shift toward the use of interview, quantified process observations, unobtru-
sive measures, and phenOmenological approaches to supplement (not replace) the
questionnaire method of data collection. (pp. 170-171) .

Nielsen and Kimberly (1976) suggest five criteria for de.Ligning an effective
assessment approach:(1) identifying the kinds of information available, and the skills
necessary to analyze it: (2) deciding what to assess (defining the precise, impacts ,

expected); (3) measuring the consequencei, inlerms of specific outcomes:44) using
time series data collection (i.e.. data collection appropriate to OD): and (5) making ."
explicit the cause/effect assumptions being made.eln general. they urge.that.aSsess-'
ment and feedback should be established as an integral part,of aii OD designs (i.e..
participants anti consultants should be involved in the design and use of assessment
data).

Several_ other authors recommend guidelines and Models for improving'i OD
evaluation designs and practices.(Morrison. 1978: Nicholas, 1979: Porras & Patterson.
1979). Morrison's suggestions include theneed for -an explicit focus on evaluation
built into the contract and the design: encouragement of OD practitioners to write up
their results, including bOth successes and failures, along with intended and ulnin-
tended consequences: designs geared, to the testing of rival hypotheses: independent
evaluations:. multiple measures and multiple methodologies: and-more long-range
evaluation efforts. Nicholas a framework for evaluation to encourage deliberate
evaluation incorporating most of Morrison's guidelines. Porras and Patterson identify
harriers to evaluation and provide a corresponding, model of assessment, which
concentrates on the interrelationships of the assessor. the assessed, target, and the
assessment process and procedure as all of these relate to the product. ,

We doubt if an elaborate evaluation model formulated by OD researchers and
academics is the most feasible or appropriate approach to evaluation for OD
practitioners. But, the assessment of the state of the art of OD evaluation research
has certainly demonstrated that more attention is being paid to evaluation over the
past few years. Much more is needed.

4'

Sumnitn:r

We mignt'Summarize section 111 as a-whole as follows. FiLt, the probability that

"'the other possible interpretations concern methodological shoricotriinig:',4te process as a
garbage. can (people-participate in cycles and discard the program as soon as the pressure
passes): and the process as a rhyt!, because of loose-coupling of schools (the myth is maintained
that participation has increased or is good. hut in reality nothing has changed).

. ,

a
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any given OD program, in or out of schools, will be "sucressf,.1" is perhaps .5 or less.
Failures are as likely as successes.

But this conclusion must be qiialified in se ;eral ways. First, not a few OD programs
that have peen studied appear to hi,./e been ineptly cone' cted; they focussed on
individual training rather than C D, they dealt with superficial issues, they lacked a
coherent model, or they did not match interventions to diagnosed problems. Exclud-
ing these studies would impro.! success rates, of course, uut the fact is that any
domain of professional practice. must in part judged by how well the-average_or
typical practitioner noes.

Second, many studies of OD have had meth. ' 1)gical weaknesses, including
measurement errors s.nsl artifacts, over-reliance on questionnaires, lack of adequate
controls, and failure to follow the program for a sustained period. Here it is less clear,
what the effects on success rates a...e: it is entirely possible that requiring more
research stringency would reduce the proportions of OD programs, found to be
successful. Sowe must be cautious about making: large claims for OD,-in-or out of

--scho
We should also not-Ft-hat-even-where-success was claimed (or even reasonably well

validated), it appears difficult to make precise explanatory statements of obtained
results. This is in part because OD's underlying theory is not particularly crisp, in
part because of the inherent complexity of studying organizational intervention, and
in part because clear process measures, capable of being linked to outcome, were
often absent.

Knowledge about OD cumulates slowly. Any given project' takes at least 2 to 3
years:35 the N of any given project, is for practical purposes I; the complexity of
organizations and change processes, and the diverse state of present organization
theory, retards the development of good OD theory. It seems likely that-OD practice
in some respects is more sophisticated and competent than what has been written
about it. But this is speculation, not well supported.

The 'assessment of OD's impact in schools as such suffers from all the problems
outlined above. Schools also have an extra problem: their "bottom line" outcomes
are supposedly those of improved cogni6e, attitudinal, and behavioral Outcomes in
students. But (a) these goals are often diffuse, general, and only measurabie with
difficulty (see also Milstein, Note I I for a discussion of the diffiCulties of school-
based measurement); (b) students are often not directly involved in OD programs as
participants, but are expected tabenefit somehow in a "trickle-down" fashion from
human-system_or educational programmatic changes introduced among and by the
adults of the system. Student benefits certainly need not be the only justification for,
OD's value in schoolsadults it schools have a legitimate claim for a better quality
of their, working livesbut cannot be ignored as a criterion of OD's success in

." The conventionAl widsom.on the effects Of psychotherapy, a planned-change intervention
with a much more focused and limited client system than OD is that about one-third of patients
get better. A recent study (Smith & Glass, 1977) concluded after examining 400 studies of
psychotherapy that the Average client is moved from the 50th to the 75th percentil: on outcome
measures as a result of therapy.

We speculate that putlication.pressures have led some academic researchers to move into
print more rapidly than this: hence the presence of partial or incomplete cases, and the
infrequency of longer-term studies of sustained OD.
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schools. So far. impact of this sort has been less frequently reported than impact on
adults. And. as with OD in other settings, the explanation of outcomes is weak. We
might speculate that coordination problems' and "loose coupling" in schools make it
even more difficult to link programs to outcomes. Nonetheless, it is possible to gather
more direct evaluation information on the operation of OD programs in schools and
on reported outcomes. especially if multiple methods of data gathering are used.
Such data would extend considerably the moderate confidence that can now be.
placed in the usefulness of OD for schools.''

IV. The Future of OD

We have already summarized the main findings in each of the major subsections.
Having completed an assessment of the field, what can we say about the-future of
OD. especially its future in schools? What are the current and likelyTuture trends in
OD? What are the implications for policy?

OD's Future
Some people have concluded that OD in schools has no future, or is in such a

weak .state that it is bound to die off in the harsh environmental conditions of the
foreseeable future. t)err (1976) states that the OD movement in educ4tion "has come
and gone" like many other administrative fads. Pointing to the limitations on the use
of OD in schools (narrowly defined training in group and human relations, limited
attention to structural changes) Deal and Derr (Note 12, p. 11) refer to the OD in
schools movement as "almost a past-tense phenomenon." Both Blumberg (1976) and
Derr (1976) suggest that OD has no future in schools because (a) it has been
misapplied: (b) some of the assumptions of OD (interdependence, collaboration,
visible indicators of performance. etc.) simply do not apply in schools and'thus, there
is Iiinited perception of need on the part oradthinistrators and teachers; and (c) -
current economic and environmental conditions in schools make-it unlikely that
something as amorphous, long term, unproven, and removed from direct student "
achielment as OD will be even tried, let alone fried with the time, energy. and
commitment necessary for it to work.

Various revielks in sections I through III also have suggested that the future of
OD. more generally. is dubious due to several powerful factors:

(I) The lack of a real theory of OD (Lundberg. Note 3, etc.)
(2) Unclear goals 'and the laCk of a coherent and comprehensive conception of

just what constitutes OD (Kahn, 1974; ,WeisbrOd, 1977, etc.)
(3) Fundamental dilemmas and discrepancies among the values and assumptions

of OD. and between espoused values, actual practices, and their consequence's
(Bowen. 1977: Friedlander, 1976; Friedlander & Brown, 1974).

(4) Superficial and partial uses of OD (Bowers, '1977, etc.)
(5) Using OD without proper diagnosis, entry, start-up procedures, time frames,

and other necessary operating characteristics (see all of-section II).
(6) Lack of attention to OD research and evaluation and failure to substantiate

some claims (see section III).

'See also King. Sherwood. and Manning, 197.8.for recommendations on. how to expand
OD's research base.
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(7) Limited documented diffusion of OD programs and results. In general, the
problem can be characterized as the prechiminance of diffuse OD practice with
limited or unknown rigor and limited exchange of information about the experience
of OD.'

In our view the problems are not intri/sic ones (although they still could be fatal).
That is, there is nothing intrinsic to the values or assumptions of OD which would
make it inapplicable to organizations generally, or schools specifically.

The empirical results of the Miles, Fullan, and Taylorstudy (1978a),. plus the
earlier studies reviewed (especially those by Schmuck and Runkel) suggest that OD
piograms, if they ale done right, have a favorable cost-benefit ratio for schools. But
only about 1 percent of North American schools are, using OD, and the increase in
the diffusion rate is very gradual (although this figure is comparable to Tichy's
(1978b p. 85) estimate that only 1 percent of business organizations use OD).

OD is a relatively complex, poorly "packaged,"' poorly understood, and labor-
intensive innovationand an innovation which, once adopted, is likely to cause
substantial changes in:the adopting .organization. That these changes seem generally
positive_ 'not obscure the fact that the "bureaucratic costs" of the innovation
(Pincus, 1974) are high. The incentives for adoption are not universally present in
school districts. OD appears.to increase participation by all levels of personnel, and
to improve various aspects of task and socioemotional functioning. But not all
districts (or their communities) want to innovate; not all administrators wish for more
influence by teachers; and not all districts feel a need* for better functioning, even
,though external observers might claim that any social system can be improved; and
many urban districts may be so crisis ridden that they do not have the energy to
engage in the time-consuming complex process of OD. OD in it's traditional form
may not be the most appropriate change strategy in many of these settings.

In any case, the future diffusion of OD in school districts is clouded by the relative
scarcity _of well-articulated programs and practices that are consistent with OD
values. And it is possible that narrow and ineffective applications of OD have created
a 'reputation amongschool people, which will 9e impossible to overcome3" Sikh a

'17 It could be pointed out that though, these conditions apply to.OD in general, the practice
of OD shows little sign of declining, and in fact has increased over the past decade. Though this
maintenance and expansion is, in part, a function of the creation of an OD-supportive
"profession," we might also infer that organizations using OD do find it, helpful in many
respects, in spite of its scientific and intellectual disorderliness.

We should also note that the great bulk of this criticism comes from "the internal left": th4
is, from OD consultants themseNes. We detect few instances of criticism charging that OD'is a
"menace," a situation quite different from that 'involving T-Groups, encounter groups, and the
range of treatments created in the "human potential" movement. There has always been
plentiful criticism from both right and left of what has gone on in intensive grotip settings.
Although OD may not be a "menace," we have noted that it may be a "pacitier,".depensling on
how it is used, and as such, may operate as .a conservative force favoring the status quo in
01 gall iLAtionsIsee-section-l).

While this may be occurring in some regions or instances of .tse, our general impression is
rather that most school personnel have a vague and incomplete impression of what OD is like
and what it may do for them. Thai impresSion probably arises both from poorly cancel:).

and executed programs, and from weak, undeveloped channels of dissemination about. OD's

processes and effects in schools.
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reputation, coupled, with more stringent and adverse environmental conditions
around schools, and the press for more short-term direct survival, may create a
situation in which most school people will no longer turn to OD for help.

Some increasingly sophisticated. versions of OD in schools have been developed'
and used (e.g., Schmuck, Bunke!. Arends, & Arends, 1977; Bassin & Gross. Note 1),
but the examples of problematic use remain at least equally prevalent (e.g.,, Mohrman
et al., 11977; Milstein, Note 6). A close look at these and otiver programs shows that
models of OD being used are indeed more comprehensive (less narrow)'than previous
versions, and hat problems encountered are as often at the level of entry and
operation (sec on II) as at the level of definition and goals (although the latter
remains an i rtant problem).

The comparative empirical reviews of OD also indicate increasing rigor in the
nature and use of OD (section II). The problems may still outweigh the progress, but
there is a definite trend toward more comprehensive programs (use of multimethods
of intervention, going beyond lab training, use of more sophisticated 'research and
evaluation designs). Good and well documented uses of OD probably remain in the
minority, but the trend is there.

There is a clear need to distinguish between real OD and parti:, or, mis-labelled
OD. Authentic OD, according to our review in section I, consists planned change
programs which are coherent, systematic; long-range, and reflexively oriented. Such
OD programs Are directed at the improvement of both organizational performance
and the quality of life of individuals and groups,within the organization. They focus
on human processes, technostrUctural factors, and tasks in the organization using
behavioral science concepts and methods, usually with the assistance of internal and
external change agents, and with-the emphasis on the transfer and development of
the capabilities of internal change agents and other organizational members. That is
a long list, but we believe that balanced and equal attention to all factors is essential,
as is the actual implementatiOn of espoused values. In shOrt, programs should not be
called OD unless they possess these characteristics, and if OD in schoolss to work
well,. every effort should be made to develop and implement programs with.such
characteristics. a

Partial forms F OD-related activities (one-shot workshops, training of individuals,'. -
etc.) may be valuable, but they should be clearly distinguished from OD itself. Derr

..(1976, p. 239) states that most of- these activities are really OT (organizational
training) rather than-OD:-He indicates-that-Sikh forms may be useful. as demonstra-
tion workshops, if they are used as a precondition for deciding whether to proceed
to OD. Presumably they may also be helpful in developing new attitudes and skills
of individuals, but the available data suggest that they have little positive.impact on
the organization. They can have a negative impact on the image of OD, if people
think thai they are OD, and if there is any expectation or promise that they will
bring large benefits in organizational functioning.

The OT label could be usefully applied more widely to help differentiate various
types of programs. In fact, much of the problem hinges on the need for careful
elaboration of the meaning of the 0 and the D of OD. Programs that do not focus
on a significant proportion of the organization qua organization (as distinct from
focusing on individuals or isolated subgroups) are probably not OD. Approaches
that involve training without linking it to the development of structu&s and processes



. designed to improve organizational functioning and the quality of life of its members
a;e i(lso not OD in the sense intended by most theorists and practitioners when they
dethie OD.

LOcating the presence or abse-ftnce of the various definitional, entry and operating
Characteristics of OD described in this review, and identifying whether or not these
features are implemented in a way in which practice is congruent with espoused values
or intentions, could contribute significantly to an understanding of why OD works
in some situations, but 'not in others. OD'involves the use of particular technologies
and techniques. but these are not its main distinguishing features. In the first 'place..
"it is largely a value decision" whether or not to get into OD (Weisbord, 1978b..p. 5).
In the second place. OD requires the development of "a conception or way of
thinking" about the organization and the individuals in it: that is, the use of self-
monitoring and conceptually guided activities vis-a-vis the components of OD
defined in this review..

. Part of the:problem as uncovered in this review is thatOD as a relatively reeent
and evolving phenomenon is still in a state of flux. Partial, ad hoc uses, alternative
designs, lack of documentation and dissemination (especially of the work of OD
practitioners). changing urban conditions in schools. and so forth, add up to problems
of ambiguity and ambivIlence about the field by both insiders and outsiders. Porter
(1978) claims that "practice is all over the map." Tichy (1978a,b) in a longitudinal
corhparison (1971 versus 1976) of four types of change agents (outside pressure type.
OD type, people-change, and analysis-for-the-tap types), found that OD change
agents evidenced the greatest flux, diversity of goals and frequency of change.
CritiqUes of OD reviewed in this paper point to similar Jack of coherence in OD
practices, but point to some clear implications.

One of the basic messages in thiSreView is that the values. and the conceptual bases

which uliderlv OD are far more important than its technolSgy and techniques. The use
of OD technology. without a clear underlying conception, which controls this use, is
probably harmful to the reputation of OD, or to the people exposed to these versions.
or to both. The future of OD will require contending with both misrepresentation
(labelling something OD when it is not) and misuse (applying dr/technology without'
its value and conceptual base as the primary guiding features).'

This discussion is also relevant to the issue of institutionalization of OD programs:
Jones and Pfeiffer (1978) claim that to institUtionalize an OD unit is to create a
vested interest group in the organization which competes for scarce resources, and

. loses its ability to be helpful.. Our review helps to illuminate the meaning Of
- institutionalization. It does not necessarily mean the establishment of a separate unit.

More generally, we take institutionalization to mean the establishment in the
organization of a way of doing things consistent with OD principles and operating
characteristics; for example, building the capacity Of internal managerS and other
memberstdithe- point where OD becomes a "way of life" in the organization. This
can he achieved either through the establishment of an OD unit, or through building

. _

" Mdny of these points are supported by Jones and Pfeiffer (1978). Pfeiffer and Jones (197(0.
and Ilarvey (1975): the latter author claims that once OD becomes "a capitalized noun" it

. becomes reified and impotent. We do not agree that this is inevitable. but clearly the existence
of superficial use is evident. A reading of section 1 helps.to clarify the more bask meaning of
OD (e.g.. Weisbord. 1977).
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it in. as part of the line function of organizational members.'Again. the implemen-
. t/tio'n Of the values and conceptions of OD (as defined, in this review) are the primary
. Criteria of institutionalization.

_When we turn more specifically to the use of OD in schools we have a growing
S'ense pf a 'specific number of crucial entry and other operational factors that are
essential to the success of OD in school districts (see especially, section II, empirical ,

. studies and policy advice to local schools). It also seems that more attention will
have to be paid to clarifying and measuring the possible benefits or OD. Whatever
the range of OD impacts may be, OD would be better served ifoutcomes were more
clearly stated and substantiated and included a focus on Students and parents as well
as on teachers and administrators."

The-larger question of whether OD is more effective than other change strategies
in dealing with organizational problems is impossible to answer at present. This is
true partly because there are many paths to organizational improvement including
(a) firing ineffective.,personnel; *b) hiring more effective personnel; (c) training

. individual personnel for. increased effectiveneSs; (d) reorganization or redesign; (e)
introduction of new technology; (f) designing a new organization from the start.
None of these necessarily involves the increased reflexiveness we have seen as central
to OD. WeThave yet to see any systematic review comparing reflexive, self-analytic.
Ob-like approaches to the more traditional change strategies noted,.either in schools
or other organizations.
-7 Most reflexively oriented change strategies have a common core of features they

'require data, they in,,olve many of the organization's participants, they minimize
expert prescription, etc.). It is probably desirable, as OD goes forward, that a range
of different approaches be utilized. Labeling something "OD" or "not OD" as we
have implied is probably less 'crucial for knowledge development than being aware
ofhe core factors in OD. which we have outlined, and taking these into account in
bOth practice and research. Still, things do have names; and our preference is still
that a change effort should be called "OD"., when it is reflexive, sustained. coherent,

:1!..organization-focused, catalyst-aided, science-using, and oriented to both system and
individual ,improveme:ntand called something else, like "OT," or "curriculum.change. qr "innovation adoption," or "performance improvement" when it is not.

.

Sharpening the meaning and practice of OD seems preferable to dropring;the label
(as suggested by Harvey, 1975, and Derr, 1976a)` ancrto adopting even more diffuse
labels such as organization consultation or "change." In any case, a more accurate
and fully developed description of the values and theoretical and practical features
of "authentic" OD is perhaps one of the main outcomes of our review of literature.

4" The Adams Courtly case study .(Fullan. Miles, & Taylor. 1971ic) illustrates how OD can
become integrated in the organization.

1' As with other educational imuivations, school districts do not necessarily make decisions
to adopt or continue a program based on evaluation data, but such data can distinguish between
implemented and nonimplemented programs and their outcomtts. and in the long run can help
prove whether or not OD is another unfounded educaiional innovalion.Goocl evaluation data
can also contribute to hetter'(less superficial) forMs of diffusion.
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Policy Implications

We believe that reviews of this sort should not simply conclude with a plea for
more research, as desirable as that may be. There are some clear policy implications
for local school districts and units existing beyond them. Generally speaking, we are
moderately confident that (I) well-conceptualized and executed OD programs can be
cost- effective means for school improvement for many school districts; (2) that
Curther diffusion Of OD in North American schools will ;:equire stimulative effort
from units beyond local school districts. Our advice to local schools and other units
is as follows.

Local school districts. OD .seems beneficial to districts regardless of their size,
wealth, location, or socioeconomic chalacter (but note the question of readiness
criteria and the need for adaptation in urban settings). Districts that define. their
needs in task-oriented, educationally focused terms and consider structural changes
a possibility are more likely to be successful, particularly if,. the SuperOitendent
supplies strong initial support.

OD programs have a favorable cost-benefit ratio: in many situations they can
reasonably be expected to improve organizational climate and functioning, increase
instructional innovations, and improvestudent outcomes. Dollar costs are often less
than one-half of I percent of total budget, easily comparable to inservice education
costs: personnel time investment is larger (10-20 days a year per person), and
programs require about 5 years'for firm institutionalization. Program effects such' as
resistance, defensiveness, and insecurity are natural but do not seem to jeopardize
program success (for documentation of'these assertions, see Miles, Fullan, & Taylor,
1978a).

More effective OD programs are systematic, with a well-developed framework,
aimed at structural change .rather than just peisonnel training. They are steadily
supported by top management, must be carefully planned at initiation, and have a
district-level coordinator probably spending at least one-third time. Competent
outside consultants (perhaps 20 days a year) can *ith early planning and progtam
development, and with developing well-trained inside consultants (both administra
tors and teachers)an essential component for OD effectiveness and continued'use.
The internal consultant's work in extending the OD program to all parts of the
system will be facilitated if systematic reusable program components of packages are.
developed and locally adapted. A full-time OD specialist, working closely with'the
superintendent, is probably desirable in districts of 1,000 or more staff (Miles, Fullan,
& Taylor, 1978a).

Intermediate units. For agencies providing regional assistance to local districts,
useful OD services would include supplying consultation, and developing training
(and network development) for competent OD consultants, so that a better "infra-
structure" emerges. They could also sponsor awareness conferences for local admin-
istrators, and aid adoption and implementation of validated OD approaches using
methods like those employed by the National Diffusion Network in the United

States Modest:match ng-grant-su pport-might-also-be-previ ded-to-local-distriets-fo
(a) piogram initiation and planning; and (b) locally mounted "lateral" dissemination

.efforts, in which districg prepare materials, hold workshops for other districts, report
theii work, and send consultants to other districts.

Universities: Much early OD work in schools was university initiated, and up to a
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quarter of all educational consultants are university based. UniverSities could usefully
develop training programs for external and internal OD consultants, stimulate
awareness/interest in their area through. conferences, and carry out experimental
projects in collaboration with local districts, especially with accompanying research.
To work, suchprograms should be field based, working collaboratively with school
districts.

State/provincial departments of education. For those departmeuts with -a clear
interest in supplying support and facilitation to local districts (as contrasted with the
historic regulatory role). OD has promise as a method of district capability enhance-
ment. OD should not be mandated; but department should work for enabling
legislation,' which would permit the use of state. funds for local system improvement.
A small grants program for experimental projects would also be Useful. OD also
Should be used with state/provincial departments of education themselves, both to
improve their functioning, and to provide "knowledge of acquaintance" with OD for
department personnel.

Federal education agencies. Federal agencies cau most usefully aid the responsible
progress of OD in schools at this point by supporting research and development work
add/or by providing matching funds to school districts. We have noted that large
external grants by themselves may do more harm than good by encouraging hasty,
ill-planned efforts, and are certainly not associated with successful institutionaliza-
tion. Specifically, we suggeSt support of (a) improvement of OD- supportive materials
through contracts for review of existing materials and the development of new
materials; (b) development of prototype training programs for OD consultants,
particularly those working within local districts; (c) operation and documentation of
OD practitioner network development, so that 0.D change agents have supportive
colleagueship :for their efforts;(d) improved conceptualization through reviews and
analysis: (e) better evaluation ofOD efforts, both through review of existing studies,
and funding local district evaluation efforts: (f) more extensive dissemination efforts,
including the production of case studies, awareness 'conferences, a clearing house,
and lateral dissemination by districts; (g)- research on a wide range of questions on
OD adoption, implementation, and outcome; (h) experirriental diffusion projects
using a model like that developed in the National Diffusion Networkz4i) direct
operational grants for OD to local districts (though this may not be advisable for
several years, until the knowledge and practice base and the number of users has
expanded considerably).

Primary priority should be given to development of support materialt and im-
proved OD practitioner competency, along with some dissemination effort. If there
is a larger,'. responsible base or coherent 'OD practice in schools, moreintelligent and
illuminating research can be carried out. Some research topics which seem potentially
most valuable are:
(a) Case studies of,0 D programs and their coping strategies over time.
(b) Survey of a national probability sample of superintendents assessing their

renes-s-of jute) esvin and u-s-CoT0-07
(c) Study of OD discontinuance, and lts causes.
(d) Analysis of role demands on inside consultants, and, derivation of training
implications.
(e) Study of insider/outsider collaboration strategies in more successful programs.
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(f) Examination of state-mandated accountability schemes, to assess their similarities
and differences to OD (as in our revised definition) and their consequences more
broadly. ,

(g) Study of OD programs that emphasize student outcomes, and with concentration
on improvements in classroom educational practict.
(h) Empirical analysis of what is meant by "administrator support" for OD programs:
critical mechanisms, behavior, decisions, and so forth.
(i) Detailed study of the antecedents of successful institutionalization; depiction of
thoroughly-institutienalized OD programs.
(j) Support of studies of-alternative models or forms of OD and the testing of them
according to their appropriateness for different conditions (e.g., elementary/second-
ary focus, stable/unstable environment, crisis/non-crisis situations, etc.).

Cleat-information on such topics"would undoubtedly increase the confidence with
which OD could be recommended as a school improvement strategy, and the skill
with which it is carried out Both outcomes are in our view desirable.

Conclusion
Given our existing state of knowledge, we conclude that OD is a useful strategy

for school improvement. The best general guidelines fornse seem to be threefold: (I)
use OD in school districts that meet (or can come to meet) certainreadiness criteria, -
and introduce OD in these settings following guidelines suggested in thisreview;41
(2) develop and adapt new models of OD, which are more appropriate to Changing'
contemporary conditions and to divergent settings (see Scheinfeld, 1979; Tichy,
1978b; Bassin and Gross, Note 1), and (3) use other strategies (planned curriculum.
change, new hiring, new policies and legislation, political lobbying) for organizational
change.where (1) or (2) cannot be achieved (although components of OD, especially
its underlying principles, such as reflexivity, valid data, participatory problem-solving
processes-can be incorporated into any change strategy). -

Whether the rump of OD in education will result in its 'demise, absorption, or
renewal' (Tichy, 1978b), there is little doubt in our minds about its significance as a
change strategya strategy which will, if its own reflexive, self-evaluative character
is maintained, become increasingly well-adapted to the task of improving schools.
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